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Preface

Obsoleteness is a common and often inherent feature found with digital

computer codes. In spite of it a threefold purpose is seen in compiling

areport such as this. One of its objectives is to serve as a manual for

direct application of the codes described to the class of reactors and

problems for which they were indended (see title). Secondly, a description

of the model employed is to give sufficient information for potential

applications and extensions to a range of cases wider than originally fore

seen. Finally, some methods and techniques are presented which were devel

oped during the course of this work and which are believed to have general

significance in the field of reactor dynamics analysis.

The model and program described herein evolved from the FORE-code ~-1,2_7.

Therefore nearly all the model features of that code are incQrpQ,I'atE!d af3

constituents of the basic model presented here. Abandoned parts are those

which appeared either too restrictive (incompressible coolant) or overly

simplifying (treatment of parallel channels). Many new features have been

added;the most prominent ones cancern the hydraulics model now able to

cover any compressible single-phase coolant flowing through the reactor in

two sections connected in series. Each of these sections itself may consist

of an arbitrary number of different flow channels connected in parallel.

In this place the helpful assistance and advise is to be acknowledged of

all those people who contributed to the completion of this work at various

stages. The author is obliged especially to Ing. D. Janssen for valuable

help with digital programming.

Karlsruhe, December 1968
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I. Introduction

Work reported here started as apart of the steam cooled fast breeder

reactor project pursued by the GfK. Its early goal was to make available

a tool for the analysis of the dynamic behavior of the type of reactors

being considered at that time. Although a rather detailed analog model

already existed ~-3_7 it was found necessary to complement it with a

digital code. Arguments concerning the choice of computational means are

as numerous as they are inconclusive. Extensive experience gained during

this work from comparisons with analog calculations have led to the con

clusion that neither system is pre-eminently suited for the whole range

of problems posed in reactor dynamies. It appears that reactor stability

and control as weIl as systems circuit analysis are mainly a domain of

analog studies whereas reactor accident analysis and certain aspects of

reactor staoility are s1.l.itably stlldied byliäitig digitä.ltecb.:fiiqües~ Storage

capacity and computing speed of second generation machinery (IBM 7074/7094)
together with considerations of numerical stability restriets the study

of dynamics models to roughly the same amount of detail as can be accommodat

ed by models designed for large analog computers (76 integrators, 34 multi

pliers, 360 pots) where number of components is the only restrietion. Only

third generation digital computers (IBM 360) give a lead to digital methods

with respect to handling complex nonlinear problems encountered in accident

analysis. However, the ease of making adjustments to the model which is

afforded by the analog computer cannot be matched on digital machines, a

situation which has remained essentially unaffected by the advent of even

the latest digital equipment.

The model which has been adopted here is characterized by the following

prominent features:

a) The model covers only components of the reactor proper, such as: core,

blankets, bypasses within the pressure vessel, orifices, plenum chambers,

etc. An external reactivity disturbance as weIl as one out of a choice

of three boundary conditions for the coolant at reactor entry and exit

must be given as functions of time (lldriving functions ll ).+)

+) A digital model describing the dynamic behavior of all circuit com-
ponents external to the reactor is being developed by the IRB (Institute
for Reactor Components) at the GfK. Both programs are designed to be
integrated into a single code giving a complete description of the
entire reactor system.
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b) The reactor is assumed to remain intact at all times. The only changes

in reactor geometry are those associated with certain feedback mechanisms.

They are assumed to have negligible effects on the thermo-hydraulic

characteristics of the reactor.

c) Fuel elements are assumed to have the shape of solid cylinders (pins)

surrounded by annular cladding and cooled uniformly over the perimeter.

Fuel melting can be handled in good approximation. The coefficient of

heat transfer through the fuel cladding-gap is assumed to be invariant.

Coolant flow within the fictitious annular channel is asstimed to be

entirely in the turbulent regime. Any structural components inside

the core and the blankets are accounted for by introducing equivalent

structure along the flow channel.

d) The hydraulic model permits rather accurate treatment of any single

phase coolant (liquid or gaseous) far which the standard relations

of state variables can be supplied. Pressure disturbances are assumed

to propagate with infinite velocity throughout the coolant (extended

version of the integral momentum model i-4_7). A rather general

formulation of the relation for the heat transfer between channel walls

and coolant permits a wide range of applications. Coolant pressure drops

in orifices and in the coolant channels are treated in the customary

way and allow for integral treatment of turbulence promoters. An arbitrary

number of different parallel flow channels individually orificed may be

specified in both of the two main sections (radial blanket, core and

axial blankets) which in turn are connected in series via an inter

mediary plenum chamber. Complete mixing and zero residence time are

assumed for all of the three plenum chambers. Flow channels in the

first section (radial blanket) may be treated as bypasses.

e) A special feature of the model is its ability to handle transient pro

blems where flow stagnation or reversal occurs.

f) The time dependent behavior of the neutron density in the reactor core

and blankets is described by the weIl known point reactor kinetics model.

In order for this model to be consistent with the models for thermo

hydraulics and feedback it is consequent to assume time invariant

functions for the spatial distribution of the thermal power density

as weIl as for the reactivity importance throughout the reactor. The

implications of these assumptions shall not be discussed in this report.

Simplicity of this model was the guiding aspect in making this choice.
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g) A versatile and comprehensive feedback model is incorporated which

accounts for the Dopp:}.er effect, for various causes of density changes

due to thermal expansion of components and for changes in the overall

core geometry due to thermalexpansionof certain components.

h) The reactor is assumed to be at an initial state of delayedcriticality

operating ona prescribed power level. The entire feedback o~ reactivity

is thought to be balanced by external reactivity adjustments. (The relative

value of this reactivity at different initial states can be used as a

measure of the aperiodic stability of the reactor ,-5_7.) Furthermore,

the thermohydraulic variables of the reactor also are assumed tobe in

astate of equilibrium at this power level. This equilibrium solution

is obtained in aseparate calculation but it is consistent with the

set of equations describing the transient behavior.

i) '.I'he transient solution is obtained oy integration of the perti:h.eb.t

system of differential equations in discrete steps using explicit first

order ba~ard difference formuli. The size of these steps may be de

termined from considerations of numerical stability and accuracy internal

to the program.

In addition to these main features and functions of the basic model there

are some contingent areas which have been given special attention as they

are of considerable importance for many problem cases of a general class.

Three of these arelisted below.

j) The relations between state variables for superheated steam cannot be

reduced to simple analytical formulations. Rather complex expressions

on one hand and extensive tables on the other do not satisfy the need

for compact and fast algorithms such as required by dynamics calcula

tions in conjunction with multi-node models. Therefore, a set of

polynomial expansions was generated by means of least squares fitting

to the relations which are concerned and which were supplied accurately

but inefficiently by other subprograms ,-6_7. Since excessive accuracy

is not required here these expansions have proved to be of all important

convenience and this technique is recommended for all coolants where

simple relations for the state variables do not exist in the range of

interest.

k) Since many applications of this model relate to reactor accidents

(excursions)-analyses a rather versatile model for SCRAM functions
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(external reactivity vs. time, for emergency shut down) was worked out

in several options to be described in this report.

1) The computer program based on this model (subroutine REXION) is de

signed to be integrated with another program describing the dynamic

behaviour of the system external to the reactor. However, there are

instances where such a program does not exist and/or may not be required.

Examples for such cases are:

- stability and dynamics studies of the reactor alone

- analyses of rapid excursions with little feedback from the reactor on

the coolant circuit behavior.

To facilitate such studies the program is provided with a control section

(main pro gram REX) which admits applications independent of any other

program. Gf course, in such cases time dependent boundary conditions for

the coolant at reactor inlet and outlet must be supplied as input in

formation to the control section.

Subsequently the model will be described in greater detail. Then a concise

description of the computer program will be given complete with instructions

for input preparation and output listings. The pertinent system of equations

is compounded in APPENDIX A. Further appendices are dedicated to the treat

ment of several special topics regarding models, methods and codes. An

annotated sampIe problem is included for illustration in the last appendix.
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11. Thermo-Hydraulic Model

11;1 General Lay-Out

The most general configurations that can be treated are sketched in Fig. 1.

The coolant passes the reactor in two sections which are connected in

series. These sections are separated by the irtermediary plenum chamber and

terminated by the entry and exit plenum chamber, respectively. The spatial

arrangement of plenum chambers and flow sections is arbitrary and may be

of a kind as shown in Fig. 1. With respect to the sketch on the left it

must be remarked that the length of both flow sections is assumed to be

equal. Order a~d nomenclature of these components are associated with the

initial direction of coolant flow which is from the entry to the exit plenum

chamber as depicted in Fig. 1.

Tb~ ple~~m chambers are characterized by co~plete and instant mixing of all

entering coolant streams, zero residence time and zero pressure drop of the

coolant.

entry pi. eh.

interm. pi. eh.

2. flow seet.

exit pi. eh.

1. flow seet.

a.) b.)

Fig. 1 Two Possible Configurations of Main Components

The first flow section is thought to represent the radial blanket. Its

thermo-hydraulics are treated in a manner more crude than the one adopted

for treating the second section. It does not contribute to the feedback

of reactivity. It may be skipped entirely in the calculation. The coolant

passes this first section through a number of parallel channels. Channels
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with identical parameters are called a radial zone and are represented in

the calculation by only one such channel. The number of radial zones is

arbitrary +~ Either one out of two different types of channels may be

specified for any radial zone of the first section. The first type is to

represent a typical radial breeder pin-channel-structure-combination con

sisting of a cylindrical pin with a uniform heat source, an equivalent

annular flow channel which may be orificroat the entry, and an equivalent

structural component (see Fig. 2). Neither axial subdivisions of the pin

channel-structure-unit nor annular subdivisions of the pin are provided

since a rough model appears to be adequate in this place. The second type

of channel is to represent a bypass and consists of two concentric tubes

with coolant flowing in between. The inner tube may have an uniformly dis

tributed heat source. Both tubes are assumed to be thermally insulated on

their dry surfaces and may be orificro at the entrance. In particular, such

a bypass may represent a single annular flow path outside the perimeter of

the radial blanket.

______ structure

outer tube

___ coolant

~' '...... -±-/ /1...... ---. ./ I- -- /, . /

' ...... I ../--t-

04

radial blanket bypass

Fig. 2 Channel Types of First Section

+)Here, as weIl asin all subsequent instances arbitrary numbers of com
ponents and zones are restricted only by DIMENSIONS specified in the
corresponding programs. In the present version these are chosen to
accomodate most cases of practical interest and may be extended whenever
necessary.
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The second flow section is in many ways similar to the first one. It is to

represent the core and the axial blankets of the reactor. Only one type

of channel can be specified. Again, anyone such channel stands for a whole

(radial-) zone of identical channels. The number of zones differing in

geometry and/or thermo-hydraulic parameters is arbitrary. A channel con

sists of a cylindrical pin surrounded by an equivalent annular strearn

of coolant and an equivalent structural cornponent. Flow may be orificed

at the entrance. In axial direction (= direction of flow) the pin-channel

structure-unit is divided into the core section and one axial blanket

section at both ends. Either one or both of these axial blanket sections

may be ornitted. The core section alone may be subdivided further into an

arbitrary nurnber of sections of equal height. In the core section the pin

is cornposed of a cylindrical fuel body surrounded by annular cladding. For

adequate description of the temperature distribution the fuel cylinder

:LS subcLi.v:Lded.1Jy fictitiolls interfaces illto an. arbitrary number of con

centric annuli of equal volume except for the outermost annulus and the

center cylinder having half this volurne.

structure

core

(5 GX. sect.)

cladding

tuel

~ ,. ax. blanket

}orifice J04 L E~~=±j
I

subdivisions of

components in core

'1/ -"C---_- coolant

rt 1
..L
!

Lr1J'"~, . /'I - ..-
I I
\. . )

.... I ./--t-

Fig. 3 Pin-Channel-Structure-Unit of the Second Section
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11.2 Heat Souree Distribution

The reaetor power determined by neutron kineties in eonjunetion with ex

ternal reaetivity as weIl as feedbaek is released as thermal energy in

various eomponents of the reaetor. The spatial distribution funetions are

assumed to be time invariant and are preseribed. Thus, a fixed fraetion of

the total power is released within the pins of eaeh radial blanket zone

and the walls of the inner tubes of eaeh bypass zone. These fraetions PB

together with the dimensions of the eomponents involved and in eonjunetion

with the assumption of uniform heat souree distribution determine the

volumetrie heat souree strength required for the ealeulation of temperatures

in the first flow seetion.

In the seeond flow seetion fixed fraetions PBE and PBA of the total power

are assumed to be released within the first and the seeond axial blanket,

respeetively. Distribution over radial zones and eomponents of the axial

blankets eonform with those of the eore. The remaining power (= total 

(radial bl. zones + bypass zones) - l.ax. bl - 2.ax. bl) is distributed

over the eore in the following way (see also Fig. 4):

a) The axial distribution is speeified by fraetions eorresponding to in

dividual axial subseetions. Note that:

- these fraetions may be relative sinee normalization is carried out by

the program;

- these fractions are proportional to theaverage linear rod power of

eaeh subsection as these subdivisions are of equal height;

- the same axial distribution applies to all parallel flow ehannels (rad.

zones) in the seeond flow seetion.

b) The radial distribution is speeified by fraetions eorresponding to the

relative thermal power of eaeh ehannel representing a radial zone. Note

that:

- these fraetions may be relative sinee normalization is earried out by

the program;

- these fraetions are proportional to the volumetrie radial power dis

tribution (averaged within eaeh radial zone) only if the radial core

zones have equal geometry;

- the radial distribution speeified by these fraetions applies to all

axial eore seetions and to the axial blankets.
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c) The power distribution over the core components is specified by fractions

giving the relative v-olumetric thermal power density in each component

(fuel, clad, coolant, structure). Note that:

these fractions may be relative since normalization is carried out by

the program;

- uniform power distribution is assumed in each of the four components;

- these fractions apply to all radial zones and axialsections of the

core;

- in both, the radial and the axial blanket all power is assumedly re

leased in the pins only.

bypass

-- rad. bi.

----~ 2. ax. bi.

core

l.ax. bl.

PC~PBE+ PBA +~ PBi = 1
I

a) Power Distribution: Core-Blankets-Bypasses

channel power distrib.
( rad. Zones)

power distribution
(ax. sections)I

I I I

I I I I
I I I I

I

core

2. ax. bl.

1. ax. bl.

b) Radial and Axial Power Distribution in Core (and Axial Blankets)
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component power

distribution

I
~

I
I

fuel

~~.f.:,L,H~."L-;H'7"-:-r--~~-_~~:::;~::e
c) Power Distribution in Core-Components

Fig. 4 Power Distribution

11.3 Heat Flow and Temperatures

For the calculation of the temperatures in the fuel pin the customary

assumptions of

uniform heat release within the entire fuel pin volume of any axial

section and

no heat conduction in axial direction of the fuel pin

are made. The cylindrical fuel body is subdivided by fictitious interfaces

such as described before. The temperature distribution in each axial section

of any such annulus is represented by a single temperature and heat transfer

as well as heat storage is computed in terms of this temperature ("nodal

model", "lumped model"). Under steady state conditions this temperature is

equal to the volume average temperature of the annular cell; for the central

cylinder it is the central (maximum) temperature and for the outermost

annulus it 1s the fuel surface temperature. If the thermal conductivity

of the fuel is a function of temperature these statements are no longer

accurate since the program evaluates the conductivity for each annulus at

the temperature of the adjac~nt outer annulus.

In addition to the thermal conductivity the specific heat of the fuel also

may be a prescribed function of the fuel temperature.

Fuel melting is treated in an approximate form: if the representative

temperature of any fuel node reaches the melting point upon rising, it is
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kep~ constant until the net influx of heat into the volume equals the

latent heat of fusion.

Recrystallization is treated in a similar manner upon a temperature drop

through the temperature of recrystallization. Both, the temperature as well

as ~he heat of fusion and recrystallization are taken to be equal. The pro

gram also admits the case that apart or all of the cells (nodes) in the

fuel are molten at the initial equilibrium.

The nodal model which was selected here is one out of many possible choices.

It ~s distinguished by yielding a correct steady state solution when the

nodal temperatures are identified with the volumetrie averages. This is

significant especially with respect to calculating the reactivity feed-

back associated with the Doppler effect in the fuel. Regarding the transient

solution one only can state that heat is conserved in the system of equations

and that an increasing number of subdivisions will make the solution converge

asymptotically to the correct solution. The results of a special study

carried out for this purpose are described in APPENDIX B. and may serve

as an aid in the selection of an adequate number of annular subdivisions

for any particular case as a function of fuel parameters and accuracy re

quirements.

Heat transfer through the gap between fuel and cladding is assumed to be a

function of the difference between the interface temperatures of fuel and

clad only. The coefficient of heat transfer through the gap thus is a pre

scribed constant. More sophisticated models relating to this part may be

introduced as they become available.

The annular cladding is treated as a thin slab and is subdivided by a

fictitious interface into two annuli (slabs) of equal thickness. The nodal

temperatures associated with these two annuli coincide with the temperatures

at the inner and outer surface at steady state. In contrast to the fuel, the

material parameters of the cladding are taken to be invariant. A heat source

may be specified for the cladding and is assumed to be distributed evenly

over the volume of each axial section.

In order to account for the effects brought about by the presence of structur

al components in core and blanket it is assumed that each channel also com

prises a rectangular body of structural material extending over its full

length (core + ax. blankets). This body is to be equivalent to the actual

structure with respect to thermo-hydraulic characteristics. Three faces of
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the prismatic body are assumed to be thermally insulated, the remaining

face is in contact with the stream of coolant and permits exchange of heat.

Only in the core region heat sources may be specified for the structure,

which then are distributed uniformly over the entire volume of an axial

section (the axial distribution being the same as in fuel, cladding, and

coolant). The nodal temperature representative for the actual temperature

distribution of each axial section coincides with the volume average tempera

ture at steady state conditions.

Heat transfer between the coolant and either the cladding or the equivalent

structure is computed following a slightly generalized form of the Nusselt

equation as proposed by Sutherland /-7 7. It is based on the assumption of- - )
a coolant wholly in the turbulent flow regime+

N~ Re
ALI PrAL2 • (T3 + 273. 16 )

AL3
= CH . .

TW + 273.16

N~
(H3 - AL4) ·DH

=
FLAM

Re
N . DH

=
ETA

CP3 . ETA
Pr =

FLAM

(1)

( 4)

CH, ALl, AL2, AL3, AL4 ••• prescribed parameters

Solving equation (1) for the film coefficient H3 we get

CH
H3 = AL4+ (I-ALl)

DH

• (T3 + 273. 16 )
AL

3

TW + 273.16

The additional constant AL4 is introduced in equation (2) for convenience

of specifying an invariant film coefficient H3 = AL4 while at the same

time setting ALl = AL2 = AL3 =0.

+) see APPENDIX A for nomenclature
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All of the intensive parameters in equation (5) refer to the coolant with

exception of the wall temperature TW. These parameters are evaluated at

the midpoint of each axial section.The state variables of the coolant are

taken to vary linearily overthe length of each section. The occurrence

of TW in equation (5) necessitates an iterative procedure for determination

of TW at the initial equilibrium. This is described in APPENDIX D.

The energy balance of the coolant is computed in terms of its enthalpy.

Contributions of kinetic and potential energy are neglected. The coolant

pressure is obtained from hydraulics calculations described in the next

chapter. These two state variables are sufficient for obtaining all öf

the remaining coolant properties required in equation (5) by way of state

relationships(i.e. temperature, specific heat, specific volume, viscosity

and thermal conductivity). For the energy balance in the transient case

it is assumed that heat storage in the coolant of each axial section is

associated with the value of the exit enthalpy. This particular choice of

a nodal model is not quite as accurate as the one employing the enthalpy

averaged along the channel length of each individual section. However, the

error in the transient may be kept small by increasing the number ofaxial

sections. On the other hand, this nodal representation is particularily

suited for handling the case of flow reversal during a transient, which

is a major objective of this work. For further details concerning the treat

ment of flow stagnation and reversal see APPENDIX E.

Much of what is said above also applies to the calculation of temperatures

in the radial and axial blankets as weIl as in the bypass(es). However, there

the calculation is simplified by prescribing invariants for all material

properties as weIl as for the film coefficient of heat transfer to the

coolant and by lumping the pin temperature distribution of each section

into one node. In the case of the blanket pin the nodal temperature coin

cides with the maximum temperature on the center axis for steady state con

ditions, when the coefficient of heat transfer is specified so as to in

clude also heat transfer through cladding gap and breeder pin, which are

not accounted for separately +). For the nodes associated with equi-

valent structure and/or bypass walls the nodal temperatures agree with the

+)For the case indicated above the coefficient of heat transfer can be
obtained from:

l./HFS = RI/R2.(RI/C4·C01)+I./HGP+(R2-Rljt02+R~R2·H23»

if the blanket pin is of a design similar to the fuel pin.
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volume averaged temperatures under the same ~onditionsas before. It is

recalled that the model does not provide axial subdivisions for any of

the blankets and/or bypasses. Fig. 5 sketches thenodal representation

of the reactor, on which thethermo-hydraulic model is based.

In solving the ordinary differential equations resulting for this nodal

model (see APPENDIX A) a single explicit backward difference scheme is

applied. It is known that in this case the step size for integration over

time must comply withcertain criteria in order to ensure numerical stabil

ity of this methode Since these criteria are prohibitively complex in the

underlying case approximate criteria were developed, which yield con

servative estimates of the maximum step size for stable integration of the

thermo-hydraulic equations •. Details on this subjectare compiled in

APPENDIX H.

initial flow direetion

/,. /ntry pi. eh. /Xil pi. eh.

IF==t==J,u". v

I / / /

.-

outer wall-

bypass

Inner wall-

orifiees =1Jt==lt:>1~K~f--il---rl~7m~

:~ ~~ ~ I} 2. axial bl.

~~ - ~Vffic rj; -fue!
~~ 1//llJ P---
~~ ~-M- H//JHftI~t.{.tt t-tl-tfti ~ j::1-=t+:::t===ela d ding

~~ I- ~i ~ r;, If -l

~
strueture~H~~~=flIU ij -t'

Iß ~ ,::,;:' II!J~;I·J l axial bl.
blanket pin =fl~I=~I=t,,,~.:~H--lI-· _UM!! i/i/lli .-

l~ ~ -->< ~.---- orifiees

./ mtermed. pi. eh.

Fig. 5 Nodal Representation of the Reactor for Thermo-Hydraulic Model
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11.4 Coolant Hydraulics

Three kinds of pressure losses are distinguished in eaeh flow ehannel.

a) Pressure 1055 at the ehannel entrance:

(6)

It is assumed that no pressure recovery oeeurs at the ehannel exit. Note

that this pressure loss will oeeur at the other end of the ehannel in

case of flow reversal.

b) Pressure drop through orifice:

NZ.V
6PT = FT·. 4

Z.g.lO

The coeffieient FT may be chosen different for each radial zone and is

both purpose and means of controlling the distribution of eoolant flow

through the various flow paths in parallel.

c) Pressure 105s due to friction along the wetted surface of the channels

(cladding + equivalent structure) and to acceleration:

[
FR • 6H • V + (VA - VE)]

2 • DH
(8)

In the present model pressure loss associated with flow of coolant through

the plenum chambers is neglected. The condition determining the distribu

tion of coolant mass flow through parallel ehannels is that of equal

pressure drop in all of these channels. For the initial steady state

an iterative procedure is used to achieve this. In the transient calcula

tion a scheme of delayed correetion is applied to satisfy the criterion

cf equal pressure drops without need for iterations. APPENDIX C gives

a rather detailed aecount of the pertinent procedures. APPENDIX E is

referredw for more information about the calculation of pressure drops

in the case of flow stagnation or reversal.

11.5 Coolant Boundary Condi tions

There are three links by which this model representing the reactor is coupled

to the remaining system. These are:
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a) state of coolant at the entrance

b) " " " " U exit

c) disturbances of external excess reactivity (control rods - control system)

Items a) and b) are not entirely independent of each other. In any case it

appears practical to prescribe the enthalpy of the coolant as it enters the

reactor. The exit entha~py then is determined directly by the balance of

energy. Regarding the hydraulic boundary conditions there is no such unique

choice. Therefore, the model was made to accommodate three different choices:

B.C.l Prescribe: - pressure at entry, as a function of time;

- coolant mass flow r~te through reactor, at initial
steady state;

- pressure at the exit relative to the initial value,
as a function of time.

Obtain: - pressure at the exit, at initial steady state;

- coolant mass flow rate, as a function of time.

This particular set of boundary conditions is advantageous in connection

with the integration of this model with a corresponding model for the ex

ternal coolant circuit.

B.C.2 Prescribe: -pressure at exit, as a function of time;

-coolant mass flow rate, as a function of time;

Obtain: -pressure at entry, as a function of time.

B.C.3 Prescribe: - pressure at entry, as a function of time;

- coolant mass flow rate, as a function of time;

Obtain: - pressure at exit, as a function of time.

For B.C.2 an iterative procedure is required to find the initial steady

state solution since in all cases the calculation starts at the entrance

where coolant pressure is unknown in this particular instance. For the

transient calculation of the same case a scheme of delayed correction is

applied thus avoiding time consuming iterative procedures (see APPENDIX C).
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111. Neutron Kinetics and Feedback Model

For the description of tne transient reactor power the weIl known point

reactor kinetics model is employed. Its solution requires integration of

a coupled system of ordinary linear differential equations with time

dependent coefficients. This integration is carried out using a semi

analytic method taken over in main parts from the FORE-code /-1 7 and

described in APPENDIX F. The basic scheme of integration outlined in the

appendix is augmented by two other schemes. One of them is applied in the

vicinity of prompt criticality since the basic scheme is singular at this

point. The other scheme corresponds to the prompt jump approximation and

is a more efficient scheme of integration which applies when the system

is well below prompt critical. Decisions about selecting the proper scheme

out of these three are based on the results of certain tests carried out

at each step of the step by step-integration. Among other criteria the size

of such a step is limited by the relative change of the reactor power during

a step,for which upper and lower limit may be prescribed. The step size

will be decreased or increased respectively until the actual value of the

relative change falls within these limits. A correlation between both,

accuracy and stability of this method of integration and this criterion

for selection of step size could not be established in the framework of

this effort. On the other hand, practical experience gained from its success

ful application as weIl as successful application of the same criterion in

other methods of integration of point kinetics equations have given enough

confidence to validate this approach.

The feedback model, too, draws main features from the FORE-code but it is

implemented with a number of significant additions and modifications. In

spite of the already great amount of details included in this feedback

model it is felt that much more refinement might be required in certain

cases. However, at this point such refinement must be left with further

development efforts.

Presently, all feedback of reactivity accounted for is associated with

temperature and/or density changes in the core only. The reactivity feedback

from the Doppler effect is taken to be proportional to the weighted average

over the fuel volume in the core of the natural logarithm of the fuel temper

ature in °K. Both, axial and radial weights may be specified. These weights

may be relative as normal-
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ization is carried out in the program. The normalization is such that an

isothermal temperature rise ~T = Tl - To throughout the fuel in the core

will result in a Doppler reactivity change of ~kD = RCD.ln(Tl/To )' where

RCD is the Doppler constant specified in the input. The basic formula

for calculating the Doppler feedback reactivity is

~ARD.AXD.ln«TF+273.16)/(TFo+273.l6).dVy
= RCD

~ARD • AXD • dV F

TF 1 . JTF dV fuel temperature averaged the pin=V- overzz
volume V of axial sectionanz

(10)
V = R12 . 1r • ~Hz

The effects on reactivity of changes in the density of any core component

are treated correspondingly as weighted averages over thecömponent volume

in the core of the respective temperatures multiplied by their linear ther

mal expansion coefficient. As in the case of the Doppler feedback, the

weights are. assumed tobe separable into functions of the axial and radial

coordinate (index) respectively (normalization not required). Thus, the

product of feedback coefficient times expansion cöefficient of each com

ponent is equal to the total feedback from this component if a uniform

temperature change by 1 °c is imposed throughout.the core. Here the basic

formula is

k. = -RC.
1 1

(AR. AX.· T.·jJ 1 1 1
AE .• dV.

1 1

where the index i refers to the three solid components: fuel (F), cladding

(C), structure (M). For the coolant density changes can be computed directly

as the specific volume V is available:

k = RCS •
s

/ARS •

JARS

AXS. (l/V).dV
s

• AXS • dV
s

(12)

The effects of changes in the overall core geometry (height and radius)

are also comprised in the feedback modeL Increases in the core height

are associated with thermal expansion of the fuel and radial increases

with lateral expansion of the structural components of the core. Weighting

functions have not been incorporated in this part of the model as yet. The
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pertinent formuli are:

k
H

= RCH •

k R
= RCR •

JAEF _. TI" • dVF

JdVr

jAEM • TM •

JdV~
(14)

,
V

M
= ~H • AN

With the general formulations used for the temperature and density feed

backs on reactivity (equation (11), (12)) it is possible to include

mechanisms other than the change of smear density of a component caused

by a change in its temperature. For instance, one may account for the

effect of coolant displacementby cladding expansion and .foreffective

density changes of all components caused by dimensional changes in the

supporting core structure due to thermal expansion or contraction. In

such cases, the reactivity coefficients (RC.), the weights (AR., AX.)
1 1 1

and the expansion coefficients (AE.) appearing in equations (11) and(12)
1

must be determined by superposition of the various effects to be included.

This is illustrated by a typical example presented in APPENDIX G.
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IV. Program Description

IV.l General Code Structure

Flexibility in operation and application of any complex program is

furthered by employing modular programming techniques. This principle was

followed here to a large extent. One of the most prominen~ exceptions is

the feedback calculation, which is attached to the thermohydraulic calcu

lations. The reason for this is a gain in computational speed and reduc

tion in storage requirements since all contributions to the feedback

originate from changes in thermo-hydraulic variables and may be computed

efficiently along with these variables. Another exception is the calcula

tion of the film coefficient of heat transfer to the coolant in the core.

Here, too, the calculation is tied in strongly with thermo-hydraulics and

an integrated treatment appears advantageous.

The programming language used in all parts is FORTRAN IV compatible with

FORTRAN 11 if all READ and WRITE and COMMON statements are adjusted to

comply with FORTRANII rules. The program has been tested out successfully

on the following computers: IBM 7074, 7094, 360/65. The version for IBM 7074
computers requires OVERLAY structure.

Fig. 6 lists all routines required by this program together with their

major functional characteristics. Fig. 7 shows a logic flow diagram de

picting the interconnections between these routines •.
The main program REX is intended for independent application of the model,

i.e. for cases where the boundary conditions of the coolant are known

functions of time. Provisions are made for linking the present program

with a compatible digital program describing the dynamics of the external

circuit. In such a case the program may be used without the main program

REX as a subroutine called by the name REXION (level 2 in Fig. 7). Guide

lines and examples for such applications are given in APPENDIX J. Calls of

this subroutine with different values for the last argument (IX) in the list

causes execution of various operations such as: reading of input, calcula

tion of initial steady state solution, execution of one step of the trans

ient integration, output of variables. Some of the remaining arguments serve

for input of coolant boundary conditions to the subroutine, others return

information concerning: actual transient time after last step of integra

tion, size of last step, power, energy and the compliment of coolant boundary

conditions upon completion of the last step. Problem termination is also a



Name
REX

REXI~N

PREP

Type
MAIN

SUBROUTINE

"

controlling program for indep. applications, input
and evaluation of coolant boundary conditions, out
put frequency control
controlling program, input of parameters for and
execution of step size- and termination control
input of parameters concerning geometry, thermo
hydr., feedback, iteration, output volume control,
preparation of const. coefficients

Called Subprogram(s)

REXI~N, ZEIT

PREP, C~l, CPl, P~WER, STS, TRS,
STEPC, ~UTPUT

" 11 transient problem

computer clock

solution of initial steady state problem

output of thermo-hydraulic variables and feedback
reactivities

N
f-'

RCBE

TPEl, HDV, FLAMl, ETAl, C~l

tempo dep. thermal conductivity of fuel, input of
pert. parameters

dynamic viscosity of coolant from spec. vol. and
temperature

tempo dep. specific heat of fuel, input of per
tinent parameters

temperature and specific heat of coolant from
enthalpy and pressure

thermal conductivity of coolant from temperature
and pressure

input of point kinetics parameters, integration of
point kinetics

calculation of max. step size forstable integra~

tion cf thermo-hydro

external (controlled) reactivity disturbance, input
of pertinent parameters

specific volume of coolant from temperature and
pressure

S'I'S "
TRS "
STEPC "
j2JUTPUT "
P0WER "
RCBE FUNCTION

TPEI SUBROUTINE

HDV FUNCTION

FLAMI "
ETAI "
C)in "
CPl "

ZEIT 11

Fig. 6 List and Major Functions of all Routines Comprised by the Complete Pro gram
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function of this routine and is signalled to the calling program via the

argument IX.

LEVEL 1

REXH/)N

Fig. 7 Logic Flow Diagram

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Instead of giving a detailed description or listing of all the routines

involved it is considered to be both sufficient and helpful to include

flow diagrams of these routines (APPENDIX I). The subprograms of level 4

should be considered non-standard since certain applications may demand

individually supplied routines. Guide lines for the construction of such

routines are given in the APPENDICES K, L, M, N together with descriptions

of the particular vers ions of those routines which vere developedincon

junction with studies for the steam cooled fast breeder project i-S_7. For

the sake of completeness the input required by these specific pro gram

versions also is included in the subsequent input description.

IV.2 Input Description

Data input te the program is arranged in ~locks. Each block is headed by a

card carrying the block number IP (column 3) and a commentary (columns 4

75) whichwill be reproduced in the output. There are nine blocks of data

as fellows.
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IP Block Significance

1 system data

2 coolant enthalpy at entry

3 boundary condition parameter

4 pressure

5 initial coolant mass flow rate and pressure
change

6 coolant mass flow rate

7 initial reactor power

8 output control- and clock termination
parameter

9 end of job-card

Input for

REXION

REX

11

"
11

11

"

11

"

Data blocks 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 contain the information concerning all the ex-,.
ternal cbndi tions (boundary condi tions) required"Vfor ::i,Jiaependent appl~ca.-

tion. The only other external condition needed is the external reactivity

disturbance, which is specified as part of the system data in block IP = 1.

Besides this block 1 contains all the characteristics of the reactor as

well as control parameters concerning the computation, output volume,

and termination. For convenience block 1 therefore is subdivided into sub

blocks, each of these headed by a card carrying the subblock number IPT

(column 7) and a commentary (columhs 8 - 79) which will be reproduced in

the output. There are eight subblocks as follows:

IPT Subblock - Significance

1 geometry and thermo-hydraulic properties

2 tempo dep. fuel properties

3 point kinetics parameters and external reactivity

4 feedback parameters

5 iteration- and output volume control parameters

6 step- and termination-control parameters

7 (not used at present)

8 end of subblock-card
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Any particular set of boundary conditions out of the choice of three is

specified by the boundary condition parameter IBC (block 3) which may

assume one of the values 1, 2, 3 accordingly. In either case the three

subsequent blocks have to be used in the following way:

IBC = 1 2 3

block 4 entry pressure exit pressure entry pressure

block 5 initial mass flow omit omit
rate, exit pressure
change

block 6 omit coolant mass coolant mass
flow rate flow rate

A job may consist of several transient problems to be solved successively.

For the first problem of any job a full set of datafor blocks 1-8 must

be supplied in the order indicated by the block numbers. In any further

problem only those blocks and/or subblocks need to re-occur in which new

data are to replace old values. As an exception to this, the data block 8

must be the last block in the complete set of data for anyone problem.

After the data set for the last problem in a job block 9 roust appear. An

example for block sequence pertaining to a feedback parameter study is

given below (subblock numbers in parentheses).

1 ( 1, 2, 3 , 4 , 5, 6, 7 , 8,), 2, 3, 4 , 6, 7, 8, 1 ( 4, 8,), 8, 1 ( 4 , 8,), 8, 9
l'- --..y". ~ ...'----T--.....~ '---v---"

problem No. 1 problem No.2 problem No-3

Note, that in each case subblock 8 must appear last in block 1 and block 8

must appear last in each problem.

In an effort to make input as weIl as output consistent with respect to

dimensional units all quantities are measured in terms of the following

basic units:

mass: kg pressure: at

length: m energy (therm. ): kcal

time: sec reactivity: %
temperature: °c power: MW
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Power could be measured in units of kcal/sec, however, this is not at all

a customary unit for reactor power and MW are used for this variable in

stead. The same holds true for pressure which is measured in at (kp/cm2 )

instead of kp/m
2

• It is possible to apply an entirely different set of

basic units for input and output (as long as the set is selfconsistent)

after adjusting four conversion factors which are required and defined

in subroutine PREP (Cl, C3, c4) and subroutine RCBE (c6). They have the

following significance:

Cl = 238.89 (kcal/MWsec)
422at)C3 = 9.81.10 (kg m/kp sec ).(kp/m

C4 1296.C3 2= (kg m/kp h )

c6
2

= 9.81 (kg m/kp sec )

Uniform formats are used for all input data:

integer

real

IP, output volume control parameters

all others

.................................- .

13
17

E 11.4

Restrictions listed in parentheses are imposed by DIMENSIONS specified in

the program and may be altered if necessary. In the present version the

following values are used:

NRBD = 4, NRD = 5, NXD = 10, NND = 10, NDD = 10,NYD = 50.



variable format units significance
'--

Irestrictionj

1 1P I 13 ] =' block identificl;lU.on, columns 4-75 free for commentary

Geometry and Thermo-Hydraulics (subblock 1)

I'\)
0'\

I

= 1

= 1

0,1

0,1

O<NR(NRD)

O<NX«NXD)

2(NN(NND)

O~NRB«NRBD

r zones in fuel pins

ication, co1urnns 8-79 free for commentary

se~ctions in core

zones (incl. bypass zones) in first
o •.. no first section)

ket (entrance) (= 0 ••• no first axial
blanket)

nket (exit) (~ 0 ••. no second axial
blanket)

zones in second flow section (core+ax.bl.)

axial blanket

LI reactor pow1r released in first ax. bl.

l illxial blanket

LI reactor pow~r released in second ax. bl.

System data (block 1)

2 1PT 17 - subblock identif

3 NRB 17 - number of radial
flow section (=

NBE " - first axial blan

NBA " - second axial blä

NR " - number of radial

NX " - number of axial

NN " - number of annull;L

4 He E 11.4 m height of core

HBE " m height of first

PBE " %/100 fraction of tote

HBA " m height of seconc

PBA " %/100 fraction of tote

us

equivalent annular flow channel

ivalent strue~ure eomponent

cf equivalent strueture component

identieal pins having these speeifieations

= 0,5a BP " - indieator for eh

R2 " m breeder pin radi!.

R3 " m outer radius of

D4 " m thiekness of equl

WP " m wetted perimetez:'

AN " - total number of

For a type 1 ehannel of the first f10w seetion eard 5 is as folIows:,------+-----,-------------,--------,
annel type



For a type 2-ehannel of the first flow sectioneard 5 hasan alternate llIeaning as follows

= 1

""

"

"
wall

~eal ehannels having these specifications

~er

ler

lannel type

annular flow ehannel

11 reactor power released in this radial zone

coefficient of heat transfer to coolant

aetric speeific heat

for ehannel walls

5b BP E 11.4 - indieator for c~

R2 " m inner radius of

R3 " m outer radius of

D4 " m thickness of ou1

WP " m " " in!

AN " - number of identj'

6 PB " %/100 fraction of tott

HA " kcal/m2seeoe equivalent film

CV " kcal/m30C equivalent volu~

FR " - friction factor

FT " - orificing factol

Cards 5 and 6 have to be repeated NRB times for each radial zone and/or bypass zone of the first flow seetion.

If NRB = 0 cards 5 and 6 must be omitted.

eture

~nt of thermal expansion of fuel

:inner radius of clad)

)uter radius of clad)

equivalent annular flow ehannel

l.ivalent structural component

~ of equivalent structural cOlllponent

Lcal ehannels having these specifications

7 Rl " m radius of fuel l

R2 " m radius of pin ( (

R3 " m outer radius 0.1

D4 " m thickness of eq1!

WP " m wetted perimeteJ

AN " - nUllIber of ident:

8 R~F " kg/m3 density of fuel

R~C " kg/m3 density of clad

R~M " kg/m3 density of stru·

AEF "
0(;-1 linear coeffieiE



" structure

: structure-coolant11

"

11

""

structure

c:lad

!lower for this radial zone

rJ.c power density in fuel

" " " clad

" 11 " coolant

" 11 " structure

of, this radial zone for Doppler
tE;

of, this radial zone for reactivity
1 density

of this radial zone for reactivity
d density

of this .radial zone for reactivity
18mt density

for channel walls

vity of clad

" structure

heat transfer relation: clad-coolant

nt of thermal expansion of clad

for heat transfer through fuel-clad gap

fuel

c heat of fusion in fuel

of this radial zone for reactivity
'uc:ture densi ty

AEC E 11.4 ° -1 linear coefficiE~C

AEM " °C-l " "
9 C0C " kcal/m secoC thermal conducti

C9JM " " " "
CPC " kcal/kg °c specific heat 01'

CPM " " " " "
CHC " - coefficient for

CHM " - " "
10 HGP " kcal/m2secoC film coefficient

TM 11 °c mel ting point of

WM 11 kcal/m3 latent volumetri

FR 11 - friction faetor

FT 11 - orificing facto:!!'

11 AQR 11 - relative channel

AQF 11 - relative volumet

AQC " - 11 11

AQS 11 - 11 11

AQM " - 11 11

12 ARD 11 - relative weight
reactivity e ffec:

ARF " - relative weight
effec t.s from fUEI

ARC " - relative weight
effects from clel

ARS " - relative weight
effects from eoo

ARM 11 - relative weight
effects from sb



">

et, equivalent film coeffieient of heat
e coolant

et, equivalent volumetrie speeific heat

et, equivalent volumetrie specifie heat

et, equivalent film eoefficient of heat
ant

...
ket

2 0 -
13 HFS " kcal/m sec C first axial blank

transfer pin-cool

CVF " kcal/m3 Oe first axial blank
of pin

HMS " kcal/m2 secoC first axial blank
transfer structur

CVM " kcal/m3 oe first axial blank
of strueture.

14 HFS " " seeond axial blan

CVF " "
HMS " "
CVM " "

Card 13 is omitted if NBE = 0., card 14 is omitted if NBA = o. Cards 7-14! are repeated NR times for each radial

zone of the second flow seeti.on (core).

nsity of this axial section

f this axial section for reactivity
ler effeet in fuel

f this axial sßction for reactivity
density changes

f this axial section for reactivity
density changes

f this axial sßction for reactivity
ant density ch~nges

f this axial section for reactivity
cture density changes

15 AQX E 11.4 - relative power de,

AXD " - relative weight 0'

effects from Dopp'

AXF " - relative weight 0

effects from fuel

AXC " - relative weight 0

effects from clad

AXS 11 - relative weight 0

effects from cool

AXM " - relative weight 0

effects from stru.

Card 15 is repeated NX times for each axial section of the core.



transfer relation (see eq. (2»

t transfer relation (see eq. (1»

16 ALl E 11.4 -
AL2 11 - I-exponents in hea"

AL3 11 -
AL4 11 kcal/m2 0 cons·tan.t__.in heatsec/G._

\.No

3.tion, columns 8-79 free for commentary = 2

r polynomial representation of thermal
fuel (APPENDIX K)

r polynomial,repreSentation of
:f fuel (see APPENDIX K)

fOl

o

fOl

)f

Parameters Pertaining to the TemperatureDependent Fuel P"t!?Joerties (subblock 2)"

17 IPT 17 subblock identif)

18 CKI E 11.4 BTU/ft hroF }CK2 " BTU/ft hroF2 coefficients

hroF3
conductivity (

CK3 " BTU/ft

19 CCI " kcal/kg °F }CC2 " kcal/kg °F2 coefficien.ts

°F3
specific heat

CC3 " kcal/kg

Cards 18 and 19 refer to the specific form of subroutines COI and CPl described in APPENDIX K.

Parameters for Point Kinetics and External Reactivity Function (subblock 3)

3.tion, columns 8-79 free for commentary = 3

r groups ~ (NDD)

fractional yield and decay constant for
groups 1, 2, 3

lCI

so

20 IPT 17 - subblock identifl"

21 ~M E 11.4 -1 B/Asec

ND 17 - number of precur:

22 FY E 11.4 - ß1/ß
-1LA " sec Al relativE

FY " - ß 2/ß >- precurs(
-1LA " sec /\2

FY 11 - ß
3
/ß

-1LA 11 sec >-"3
~

Card 22 is to be repeated as necessary to accommodate all parameters for the ND precursor groups.
--------"----------------------,------------------------_....



23 Tb.is card (plus l2lventual following cards) contains param
eters required aiS input to subprogram RCBE defining the
external reactivity function. A set of such cards required
for the particul/3.r version described in APPENDIX L is
described in that place.

Feedback Parameters (subblock 4)

üion, columns 8-79 free for commentary = 4

ent related to changes in core height

" " " " " radius

" " " " fuel tempo

" " 11 " clad "
11 " " " coolant density

" " " " structure tempo

~dback reactivity ( = O. for elimination
for normal calc.)

lC~

lCI

feE
.0

24 IPT 17 - subblock identif:"

25 RCD E 11. 4 ~ Doppler constant

RCH " ~ reactivity coeff:"

RCR " ~ "
,

RCF " ~ " I

RCC " ~ "
,

RCS " ~.m3/kg "
,

26 RCH " ~ "
,

RC " - coefficient for j

of feedback, = 1.

Parameters for Controlling Iteration in Finding Initial Steady State Solution and for Output Volume

Control (subblock 5)

= 5

A.

Q)
Q)

, rt.l

cations, columns 8-79 free for commentary

I etep size to step size estimate for stable
~NDIX H)

in spec. vol. of coolant at which
ation is terminated.

in clad temperature at which
'ation is terminated

in structure temperature at
~ iteration is terminated

n pressure drop at which
~tion is terminated

27 IPT 17 - subblock identifi

28 EST E 11.4 - ratio of propose~

integration (APPll

EV 11 - fractional chang~!

steady state i tel!'

ETC 11 - fractional changE!
steady state i teJi

ETM 11 - fractional changE!
which steady stat

EP 11 - absolute change i
steady state i tel!



)P parameter for output of thermo-hydro
)les, concerning radial zones and/or {NRB
,es of first· flow section

, concerning radial zones of second <NR
,ection (core + ax. bl. )

concerning axial sectiors of core (NX

)P parameter for output of fuel temperatures
concerning radial zones of second flow {NR
section (core + ax. bl. )

concerning axial sections of core <NX

concerning annular subdivisions of fuel (NN
pellet

Loe

Loe
Lal

29 IRBN 13 - minimum }of =
IRBX " - maximum varj'

IRBD " - increment bYPl

IRN fl -
IRX " - - " - •• • II

IRD "
flo\-

i

IXN fl -
lXX 11 "

•• • II- - -
1XD fl -
IRIN 11 - minimum of .

.

1RIX II - maximum }

IRID " - increment

1XIN 11 -
IXIX " - - " -
IXID 11 -
INN " -
1NX fl - - " -
1ND 11 -

= 6Lcation, columns 8-79 free for commentary

Ifter which approx. calculation of max.
i8 repeated

GO which integration is limited

Parameters for Step- and Termination Control (subblock 6)
,-.----------------------r------....

30 IPT 17 - subblock identif:'

31 NTE fl - number of steps l

stable step size

NCX fl - number of steps 1



limit for integration (start at time X = 0.)

e admitted for integration.

change in power during step, propose
size if actual change is less.

change in power during step, halve step
hange is higher.

32 XMA E 11.4 sec (reactor-) time

XIN " sec minimum step siz

XIX 11 sec maximum 11 "
PIN " - mlnlmum relative

doubling of step

PIX 11 - maximum relative
size -if actual c

" " "

= 7

r--=P=a=r=a=m~e~t=e=r==s:=:p=a=c=e:;::::::a=v=a=l='=l=a=b=l::;e=f=o=r=:p::u=r:::p=o=s=e=s=a=s;:=y~=e=t=u=n=d=e=f=i=n=e=d=~(iSU=b=b=l=0=C=k=7=)_-,.- ....- .....,

~_3_3__~_I_P_T ~ I__7__~~ ~SUbblOCk identification, columns 8-79 free for commentary

If no such parameters are needed card 33 may be omitted. If parameters are specified in accordance with

alterations in subroutine REXION they have to be given oncards insertedafter card 33

End Card for block 1 (subblock 8)

IPT _____I_7 [, L-S_U_b_b_l_O_C_k__l_.d_e_n_t_i_IiCation, columns 8-79 free for comments,
this card indicates the end of the system data

~-------

= 8

InletEnthalpy (block 2)

on, columns 4-75 free for comments = 2

:iven to define coolant inlet enthalpy (y)
le (X) ( (NYD)

= O.
irst point

econd "

hird 11

f

t

s

ti

g
im

35 IP 13 - block identifica

36 NY 17 - number of points
as function of t

37 X E 11.4 sec
} coordina tesY " kcal/kg of

X 11 sec } " "
Y " kcal/kg

X " sec } " "
Y " kcal/kg

Card 37 has to be repeated as to accommodate the coordinates of all NY pqints.



Coolant Boundary Condition (block 3)

IP

I
13

IBC 17

block identification, column$ 4-75 free for comments

indicator for choice of set cf boundary conditions

= 3

= 1,2,.3

Pressure (block 4)

tion, columns 4-75 free for comments = 4

given to dehne pressure (y) as a
(X) ~ (NYD)

first point ::: O.

second "

third "

I;s

ne

ca40 IP 13 - block identifi

41 NY3 17 - number of poini

!
function of tir

42 X E 11.4 sec } coordinates (

Y " at

X " sec } "
,

Y " at

X " sec } " 1

Y " at

Card 42 has to be repeatedas to accommodate the coordinates of all NY points.

Ini tial Coolant Mass Flow Rate and Deviation of E:xit Prl,essure from St~ady State Value as Function

of,Time (block 5)

tion, columns 4-75 free for comments = 5

'w rate at initial steady state > O.

given to define exit pressure deviation
of time (X) ( (NYD)

first point = O.

second I'

third "

::a

of

"

10

ts
n

43 IP 13 - bl.:)ck identifi,

44 GO E 11.4 kg/sec coolant massf!

NY 17 - number of poin
(y) as functio

45 X E 11.4 sec } coordinates I

Y " at

X " sec } " I

Y " at

X " sec } "
Y " at



Card 45 has to be repeated aa to accommodate the coordinates uf all NY points. The coordinate Y of the first
point may be different from z:ero when step changes in the exit pressure are to be studied.

Cards 43~45 are omitted if IBC·~ 1

Coolant Mass Flow Rate (block 6)

46 IP 13 - block identification, columns 4-75 free for commentary = 6
-

47 NY 17 - number of points given to define coolant mass flow rate
(y) - function of time (X) { (NYDas

48 X E 11.4 sec }coordinates of first point O.=
Y " kg/sec > O.

X " sec } " " second "
Y I' kg/sec

X " sec }Y " kg/sec " " third "

)

Card 48 has to be repeated aa: to accommodate the coordinates of all NY points.

Cards 46-48 areomitted if IBC = 1

Initial Reactor Power (block 7)

I
49

I
IP

I

13 E - block identifica.tion, columns 4~75free for comments = 7
--

50 PO E 11. 4 MW initial reactor power

etween printed output

" interrogation of computer clück

running time of this problem, in units of

Output Frequency Control and Clock Termination Control (block 8)
:==-----------------------r----..,

ion, columns 4~75 free for comments, indicates
ion = 8

51 1P 13 - block identificat
start of computat

52 NPR 17 - number of steps b

NCL 17 - 11 " 11

CLM E 11.4 - maximum computer
computer clock

End of Job Card (block 9)

1---5_3_..J-.._1_P__..J-..__13__[
block ~dentification, columns4~75freeforcomments,
indicates end of jO_b =_9_....J
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IV.3 Output Description

The first part of the output is a 'complete and annotated listing of all

input data as well as all eventual comments given on block and subblock

identification cards.

Next the steady state feedback is printed out (in $ units) which needs to

be balanced by external reactivity in order to make the reactor critical

at its initial state. The absolute value of this number has no real signif

icance but rather its value relative to values at states with other initial

conditions.

The following part of the output gives the time dependent behavior of the

most important system variable. A set of values of these variables is

printed out every NPR (card 52) steps of the integration, the amount of

variables in the output may be controlled by the parameters specified on

card 2Q. Units of all varialbes in the output are consistent with the in

put and are the same as listed previously. The first set of values always

refers to the initial steady state at time X=O.Only in this first set the

absolutevalues of all contributions to the feedback reactivity are given.+)

In all further steps the feedback contributions printed out are the devia

tions from the initial values printed out in the first set referring to

time X = O. Values of the state variables of the coolant at the reactor

boundaries (entrance, exit) are printed both, in the first and in the last

line of each set. Whenever these may be different, the values in the last

line refer to time X given with this set whereas the corresponding value

in the first line refers to the time at the beginning of this step. (Note,

that X marks the time at the end of a completed step of integration.)

Notations used in this part of the output are listed in the subsequent table.

It may be convenient to refer to Fig. 8 for locating most of these variables.

+)
These absolute values of the individual contributions may be used in

the same sense as mentioned with the total steady state feedback for

stability investigations.
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G, PAX,WAX

TA 2, PA 2

TF 2

~ ....w- g;.....w-:M-~1- }
1+H1t'3----N+ 1- axial care sectian

11- -IA-~H>'I-tt-"'t~T t-.- '
N

TA 1, PA 1,

TF 1

TEl, PE 1,

TZ, PZ, WZ

TA) PA, WA, V

TM

TFO
TFl
TF2

._"...,.. ,-.- ,- .,L..,I1.,4.-/....,..:~'"~::-....- - TF3

TF,
TFN

axial care sectian

Fig. 8 Schematic Sketch of the Reactor and a Core Channel Section



Significance

coolant tempo at entry to radial zone and/or bypass, after orifice

steady state (X = 0.): ab
solute values

transient (X # 0.): relative
values

"

plenum chamber)

" " )

" " )

" " )

\N
co

"

" radius

fuel tempo

clE).d tempo

coolant density

structure tempo

"

"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"

"
"

nd/öl' bypass il'j.first flow section

in second flow section (core + ax.bl.)"

exit from"

1I

1I

"
" axial section of core

"

"
"

" " "
" " "
" " "
" " "
" " "
" " 1I

index for radial zone a

time (transient calculation starts at time = 0.)

time increment, as used for last stepcompleted. Initially (t = 0.):1 :::: increment
computed and proposed for first step to be taken.

total reactor power

total energy released since beginning of transient

external (controlled) excess reactivity

coolant pressure at reactor entrance (first

" "" , exit (third

" enthalpy" , entrance (first

" "" , exit (third

coolant mass flow rate

total feedback reactivity

feedback reactivity from Doppler effect

change in core height

L\k
K

L\kD
L\kn
L\kH
L\kJ~

L\kC
L\k,...

•:>

t

L\t

t
= !P'dt

o

Other
NotationVariable Units

X sec

I sec

P MW

E MWsec

T fb

PEX at

PAX at

WEX kcal/kg

WAX kcal/kg

G kg/sec

K $

D $
H $
R $
F fb

e fb

S $
M fb

IRB -
IR -
IX -
TEB oe

TAB oe



central temperature of pin in rad. zone or inner wall of bypass, resp.

coolant enthalpy at entry to radial zone and/or bypass
11 11 11 exit from 11 11 11 "

" pressure " entr;y to 11 11 11 11 after orifice

" " 11 exit from 11 " 11 11

"""

"

bypass"
11 11 outer "

"

taken at exit ofaxial section IX

taken at midplane ofaxial section IX

11

11

1
J

"

"

11 11 second ""

of coolan't "

of coolant in intermediary (second) plenum chamber

at entry to first axial blanket, after orifice

"

11

enthalpy

pressure

spec. volume

" " " " 11 " 11 section of core
11 11 " exit from second axial blanket

" pressure at entr;y to first axial blanket, after orifice
11 11 11 " 11 " 11 section of core

" 11 11 exit from second axial blanket

11

11

11

"

11

temperature of structure

central temperature of pin in first axial blanket

area flow rate

tempera ture }

pressure

enthalpy

coolant tempo

clad temperature, inner edge

coolant temperature

ar.ea flow rate of coolant in this radial zone of the core

central fuel temperature

fuel edge temperature

, outer

structure temperature

WEB kcal/kg

WAB kcal/kg

PEB at

PAB at

TFB oe

TMB oe

N kg/(sec m2 )

TZ oe

PZ at

WZ kcal/kg

TEl oe

TAl oe

TA2 oe

PEl at

PAl at

PA2 at

TFl oe

TF2 oe

N kg/(sec m2 )

TFO oe

TFN oe

Tel oe

TC2 °c
TM oe

TA oe

WA kcal/kg

PA at

V m3/kg



I~~ )
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At the end of each problem the total number of steps and the (reactor-)

time at the end of the transient are printed in the output.

Other messages:

A certain check on input data is carried out by way of the block- and

subblock identification parameters IP and IPT, respectively. If the block

(subblock) identification card required at the beginning of any block

(subblock) is missing or if the parameter IP (IPT) is incorrect (out of

permissible range) a message: INPUT ERROR is printed out together with the

incorrect value of IP (IPT). After this the job is terminated.

If the step size required by the criteria for numerical stability and/or

limited relative power changes is smaller than the specified lower limit

XIN a message appears: STEP SIZE TOO SMALL, together with the last value of

the time variable X. After this the job is terminated.

If the reading of a computer clock is made available through the function

ZEIT (see APPENDIX N) a message appears (COMPUTING TIME CONSUMED) at the

end of the output only if termination of the problem was caused by com

putation time exceeding the specified value CLM. After this computation

continues with the next problem (if any).

If the specific version of function RCBE is used, which is described in

APPENDIX L, a message will appear (SCRAM AT X =... ) whenever a scram situa

tion isencountered; the current value of the time parameter is printed

after the equal sign. A scram situation arises when at any step the actual

reactor power exceeds for the first time the scram level PSC = PO • SCR. The

message is printed at this event and comes before any other eventual out

put with this step.

IV.4 Storage- and COMMON-Reguirements, Computing Time

COMMON-storage is required by five of the subprograms on level 3. These are

PREP; STS; TRS; STEPC; ~UTPUT. In the case of integrating the program as

subroutine REXION with another program already having its own GOMMON re

quirements it is suggested to use block-common-statements whenever FORTRAN

IV is available. Otherwise collation of the GOMMON-requirements of both

pro gram sections is necessary.
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Storage restrietions of the IBM 7074 require ~VERLAY structure of the pro

gram. The following structure is suggested (structure A):

R~UTSEGMENT:

0RIGIN A

0RIGIN A

0RIGIN A

REX, REXI~N, P~WER, RCBE, STEPC, ~UTPUT, ZEIT,

TPE1, HDV, FLAM1, ~TA1, C~l, CPl

PREP

STS

TRS

In case 0VERLAY procedures do not permit back-references to the next higher

level,a diYfer~nt structure shouldbeused(structure B):

R~UTSEGMENT: REX, REXI~N, P~W'ER, RCBE, STEPC, ~UTPUT, ZEIT,

C~l, CPl

,0:RIGIN A

50RIGIN A

0RIGIN A

PREP

STS, TPE1, HDV, FLAM1, ETA1, C501

TRS, TPE1, HDV, FLAM1, ETA1, C501, CPl

The present version of the program has the following approximate tötal

storage requirements:

10 K with 5OVERLAY(structure B)

21 K without 50VERLAY

Computing times of individual problems depend onthe number of nodes,

output volume and frequency, complexity of subprograms on level 4, step

size and range of integration. The following example (see also APPENDIX 50) .
should give an indicationöf typical computing times.

Problem: see APPENDIX 50 (subprograms as in APPENDICES K, L, M)

Number of nodes: NRB = 2, NR = 2, NBE = NBA = 1, NX = 5, NN = 4
Output frequency: NPR = 5, 10, 20

Stable step size: 0,5 - 5,0 milliseconds

computation time per step (average): 0,9 sec

0,2 sec

0,07 sec

IBM 7074

IBM 7094

IBM 360/65 (F5ORTRAN
50PT = 1)
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v. Comments, Suggestions for FurtherDevelopment

The models, methods and codes described in this report have proved to be

useful and efficient tools for fast breeder analysis. Even though a

relatively short timehas elapsed since completion of the program a number

of applications to accident analysis has provided significant results.

Among these are:

- calculationof power reactivity coefficients for various reactor states

of equilibrium;

- calculation of transient reactor behavior in blow down accidents

(rupture of main steam pipes);

- parametric studies relating to scram. characteristics,applied to blow

down accidents.

Aside from these applications to specific systems manyother studiescan be

envisagedincludingalsoinvestigations of a more general nature. Thede

tailed and re.alistic features of the hydraulic model could - forexample 

serve as the basis for studies concerning both, design and analysis.of

reactors.

This report shall be not complete without pointing out weaknesses and areas

which will requirefurther development in order to improve efficiency and

applicability ofthisanalytical tool. The remainder of this section is

dedicated to a discussionof the moreimportant ones of these items.

The Model

The main deficiency of the model is the fact that it does not cover the

coolant circuit and öther pertinent components external to the reactor.

Althoughcertain analyses can be car1"ied out with such a restricted model

(for example: rapid excul'sions extending over a few seconds only) most

practical cases will require an integral treatment of the whole reactor'

system. Therefore, the development of a consistent dynamics model and code

for the external circuit is an essential implementation needed and is an

immediate goal for further efforts in this area.

Another shortcoming of the model is seen in the treatment of the feedback.

The great variety encountered in reactor core designs entails an almost

equal variety in feedback mechanisms and virtually precludes the estab

lishing of a general feedback model covering all possible cases. Feedback
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mechanisms which cannot be accommodated by the önes already included in the

present model will have to be added in individual ,cases , preferrably in

the form of subprograms.

A third part of the model potentially requiring additional development is

channel orificing. The orificing coefficients FT are determined by criteria

related to channel temperature rise, channel power, channel pressure drops,

e.t.c., all of thes~ being characteristics of the static reactor design.

Since most of the static design calculations do not yielddirectly the co

efficients FT trial and error procedures have to be used with th~ present

program which turns out to be quite time consuming. This could be avoided

by developing a program consistent with the underlying model and code, which

would calculate these coefficients on the basis of the pertinent criteria

mentioned above.

Further areas for development cf the model are identified with heat transfer

through the fuel cladding-gap and with the plenum chambers. Provisions have

already been made for a more sophisticated treatment of the gap coefficient

as it might become available.

Methods

The approximate nature of the criteria determining the step size for integra

tion may require special caution in certain cases sUbh as

- during rapid changes in the coolant boundary conditions;

- reactor power near promp~ criticality.

Similarily, the nodal representation of the fuel and the treatment of fuel

melting need consideration when temperature dependence of thermal conductiv

ity of the fuel and fuel melting are of importance. In all of these cases

recourse may be taken to either one or both of the following means:

- increasing the number of nodes;

- limiting the step size to values considerably below the

stability limit.

In either case the associated penalty in computation time has to be con

sidered and may be severe. To overcome these problems different methods

of treating fuel melting, thermo-hydraulics and point kinetics will have

to be devised. Some available methods ~-9,lO_7 which feature good numerical
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stability as well as high accuracy were discarded because of the complexi

ties introduced by them. However, there is sufficien~ incentive to develop

new and efficient methods for treating the problems mentioned above:

- fuel heat transfer;

- fuel melting;

coolant thermo-hydraulics;

- integration of point kinetics;

- determination of max. step size for numerically stable

integration.

At this point it cannot be clear to what extent any such innovation might

be incorporated in the present program.

Program

Experience gained up to date has indicated that computation time will not

be a limiting factor with normal cases. The calculation of a typical trans

ient arising with a reactor accident as described in APPENDIX ~ requires

about one minute computer time on an IBM 360/65 system to cover a range of

interest of a.bout 10 seconds ofreactortime.<Systems with a greater number

of nodes will increase computation time accordingly as will be the case

when using slower computers (IBM 7094: ca. 3 minutes; IBM 7074 ca. 12

minutes for the same problem). Computer storage practically does not im

pose limitations; COMMON and DIMENSION statements are formulated in such

a way as to facilitate adjustments in special cases.
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VI. APPENDICES

APPENDIX A : Notation Equations

The following list of notations is complete only in conjunction with the

lists for input and output given in sections IV.2 and IV. 3.

AE. linear coefficient of thermal expansion
].

AR.
].

AX.
].

heat source density, coefficient for rad. zone
distribution

heat source density, coefficient for axial section
distribution

component i

(= F, c, M)

C. precursor concentrations (i = 1, 2, ••• ND)
].

Cl = 238,89 kcal/MWsec

C.01 thermal conductivity of fuel (function)

CP specific heat (at constant pressure)

CPl specific heat of fuel (function)

CP3 specific heat ofcöolant, average över a::x:ialsec:ti6h

CPA

CPE

"

"

" "
" rI

"
"

exit ofaxial sectiön

, entry ofaxial section

DH hydraulic diameter, wetted surface includes cladding + structure

DH2

DH4

"

"

"

"

, wetted surface of cladding only

, wetted surface of structure only

DP

DX

ETA

ETAI

FC

coolant pressure drop in axial section

step size, time increment (= I)

\

} dynamic viscosity of coolant i-kPs/m2_7

factor, indicator for flow direction

FLAM } 0thermal conductivity of coolant /-kcal/m h C_l
FLAMI

FQ

g

net area for coolant flow in a radial zone

9.81 m/sec~ acceleration of gravity
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GF net flow rate per uni t area of coolant in channel (= N)

6H height ofaxial section

H3 film coefficient of heat transfer between coolant and channel walls

H23

H34

"
"

"
"

"
"

11

11

"

" "
"
"

"
"

cladding

structure

HT total core height

IR index, for radial zones

IX index, for axial sections

argument, mode control of subroutine REXION

IV argument, " " " function RCBE

generalized Nusselt's number

total steady state feedback (relative value, output)

11 11 external, (== T)

11 11 feedback (total) , ( :: K)

11 11 Doppler effect, ( - D)

11 " chang~ l.n core height, ( - H),
11 11 change in core radius, ( - R)

11 " change in fuel density, (== F),
11 11 tl 11 clad 11 (=: C)

11 11 11 11 coolant " (== S)

" 11 11 11 structure density, (~ M)

Ak excess rea~tivity

6kT

AkK

Ak
D

Ak
H

AkR

Ak
F

AkC

AkS

AkM

K
o

N~

NRBD dimension, maximum value for NRB

NRD

NXD

NND

NDD

NYD

It It It It NR

11 " 11 11 NX

It It " 11 NN

11 " " " ND

11 " 11 " NY

PC fraction of total reactor power released in core

PE coolant pressure at entry ofaxial section
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PI = 3.14 15 927

Pr Prandtl's number

PS power level for reactor scram

P3 coolant pressure

ßPE coolant pressure loss due to entry

"
"

"

"

"
"

"

"

"

due to orifice

due to friction

due to acceleration

q heat source density

RC. feedback coefficient, component i ( = F, C, s, M)
~

Re Reynolds number

T. temperature in component i ( = F, c, M)
~

TA coolant temperature, exit ofaxial section

TE

T3

"
ii

" entry ofaxial section

average over axial section

TF fuel temperature

TMl structure temperature in first axial blanket

TM2 " " " second axial blanket

temperature of structure in rad. bl.TSB

" " outer wall in bypass
} first flow section

TW channel wall temperature

U variable, representing heat of fusion assoc. with anode

UH hypothetical change of enthalpy during a step of integration

v coolant velocity

VA specific volume of coolant, exit ofaxial section

VE " " " " , entry ofaxial section

V. volume of component i ( = F, C, M)
~

VF total volume of fuel in core

Vs total volume of coolant in core
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WA enthalpy of coolant, exit ofaxial section

WE

WI

"

"

"

"
"

"

, entry ofaxial section

, average over axial section

WAL enthalpy of coolant at channel exit

Z axial coordinate of core geometry

~ reciprocal of generalized friction factor

ß total fraction of delayed neutrons

~ dynamic viscosity of coolant l-kps/m2_1

A thermal conductivity of coolant l-kcal/m h °C_l
A prompt neutron generation time

~ density of coolant (= 1./V)

/
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Eguations

Balance of total power:

PC + PBE + PBA + PB = 1.0

PB = L: (PB)
IRB

Heat source density in various components:

bypass

radial blanket: pin

inner wall }
R2M ={.. R2

2.0·WP

qRB =
P • Cl • PB

AN·PI·R2. R2M·HT

radial blanket: structure

coolant

bypass: outer wall

} no souree

axial blanket: pin

first blanket

P • Cl • PBE
qBl = PI· HBE

second blanket

P • Cl • PBA
qB2 = PI· HBA

AQR
L: (AQR.AN)
IR

AQR
• L: (AQR.AN)

iR

axial blanket: structure

coolant

"'
~ no
J

source

Core:

P . Cl . PC 1
qE = HCjNX

.
SAQ.L:(AQX).L:(AQR.AN)

IX IR

SAQ = AQF + AQC + AQS + AQM

fuel:

AQF.AQX·AQR
qF = qE

R1 2 • PI

clad:

qc = qE
AQC·AQX·AQR

(R22_RI2 ).PI
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coolant:

structure:

Steady State Temperatures

core:

(R2-Rl)2
qc 2.C~2

(R22_R12 )
2·R2·H23

n = 1, ••.••• NR1 2
fuel: TFn_l = TFn+ qF· 4.NN.C~1(TF )

n

Rl
TFN = TFN = TCl + qF 2 • HGP

R12 R2-Rl
cladding: TCl = TC2 + qF C~2 • R2+Rl +

R1 2
TC2 = T3 + qF· 2. RZ. HZ3 + qc

coolant: WA WE HC!NX
• (qS+qF

R12
= + + qcGF

(R32- R22 )

WI = (WA + WE).0,5

TA = fT(PA,WA)

T3 = (TA + TE) o(), 5

WP.D4 )
+ qM (R32_R22)oPI

structure: TM where H34' = H34 1__
D4·H34

1+ 3.c~4

R22_R12

R32_R22

first axial blanket (second ax.bl. correspondingly):

pin: TFI = T3

structure: TMl = T3
2

HBEo.R2
coolant: WA = WE + qBl °

(R32_R22 ) .GF

WI = (WA + WE) ° 0,5

TA = fT(PA,WA)

T3 = (TA + TE).0,5
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radial blanket1
bypass J R2M = fR2

l2.WP

pin:

inner wall:

R2MT3 + qRB·---
2·HA

structure:

outer wall:

coolant:

}TSB = T3

WA = WE + HT·R2·R2M
qRB (R32_R22 ).GF

WI = (WA + WE).O,5

TA = fT(PA,WA)

T3 = (TA + TE).O,5

Transient Temperatures

Core:

fuel: TFO

TF
n

DX f 4.NN [
= TFO + R.0l.CPl(TFO) •. LqF + R12'

- (TFO-TFIJ·C~l (TF1J]}

= TFn + R~l'C~~(TFn) .{ qF + 4~:~ .[(n-o.5).(TFn _1-TFn J·

• C.0l(TF )-(n+O.5)(TF -TF l)·C.0l (TF I)]}n n n+ n+

n = 1, •••• N-l

TFN DX= TFN + R.0l. CP1 (TFN) .{ q + 4.NN [(2.NN-l).
F R12

4 [Rl.HGP.(TFN-TCl)-
R22_R12

_ (TCl-TC2). . R2+Rl •C.02J}
2· (R2-Rl)

(TFN_I-TFN) .C~l(TFNJ- (TFN-TCl J .1l1·HGP ]}

DX
= TCl + R.02.CP2TClcladding:

TC2 DX
= TC2 + R.02.CP2

• (TCI-TC2J·C~2-(TC2-T3J·R2.H23 ]}



structure:

coolant:
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TM = TM + R#" ~\p,.. {qM- ~t' (TM-T3)}
WA = WA + DX • V • {qs + 2.H23·R2 (TC2-T3)+ H34.WP

R32_R22 PI. (R32_R22 )

• (TM-T3)+ GE (WE-WA) 1-HC/NX J
WI = (WA + WE). 0,5

TA = fT(PA,WA)

T3 = (TA + TE). 0,5

first axial blanket (second ax.bl. accordingly):

pin:

structure:

coolant:

TEl = TFI + C~; {qBl- 2~~FS • (TFI-T3)}

TMI = TMI + C~~ {- H~t • (TMl-T3)}

WA = WA + DX • V { :~~::~~2 (TFl-T3)+ HMS·WP
PI. (R32_R22 )

• (TMl-T3)+ ~~E (WE~WA)}

WI = (WA + WE)·0,5

TA = fT(PA,WA)

T3 = (TA + TE)'0,5

radial blanket } WPM =f WP
bypass l 2·R3·PI

pin }. TFB TEB DX f 2·HA ( }= + CV LqRB-~ TFB-T3)
inner wall

structure }: DX { HA }TMB = TMB + CV - 15'1f (TMB-T3)
outer wall

coolant:

GE 1
• (TMB-T3) + HT (WE-WA)Jr
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WI = (WA + WE). 0,5

TA = fT(PA,WA)

T3 = (TA+TE).0,5

Orifices: conservation of enthalpy when passing orifice is assumed.

Plenum Chambers:

zero pressure loss of coolant

zero residence time of coolant in chamber

instantaneous mixing of all entering streams of coolant:

I~ (FQ.GF.WAL )
WI =

E (FQ.GF)
IR

where: FQ • PI.(R32-R22 ).AN

Fuel Melting

The basic mOdel fOr treating fuel melting and recrystallization is the

same as in [-1_7. However, the computational technique differs and admits

all possible cases (fuel partially or entirely molten at initial steady

state, partial and/or total meltingand/or recrystallization during trans

ient). Melting point and recrystallization point areassumed to be iden

tical (TM) as are the values of heat of fusion and heat of recrystallization

(UM, [-kCal/m3_7).

In the calculation a variable U is associated with each fuel node, which

is arecord of the latent heat of fusion of this node:

U = O. ........ solid

U = UM ........ molten

0< U< UM ...... partialiy molten

If in the steady state calculation the temperature of any fuel node TF

is such that

TF> TM U = UM

TF <TM U = O.

During the transient calculation fuel temperatures first are calculated

according to the equations given before. Then a hypothetical enthalpy
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change is calculated:

UH = (TF - TM) • ~~l • CPI (TM)

which may be ~ 0 depending on TF ~ TM. This en thalpy change if added to

U yields a new quantity UN

UN = U + UH

which is subject to decisions on further procedures:

U = 0 .•. the node was solid and remained solid, set TF = TF

U)- 0 ..• the node just solidified entirely, TF = TF+U/(R~I·CPI(TM))

U = o.

UN)- 0 .[ UN< UM ••• fuel is partially molten, set TF = TM

U = UN

UN >UM ••• U = UM the node was molten, set TF = TF

U < UM the node just melted entirely, set

TF = TF-(UM-U)/(R~I·CPI(TM))

U = UM

Fig. Al should help to illustrate this scheme.

UH=(T -TM)'Rrpl' CP 1

UN=U+UH

....; ...;

~ tJ 0
ct E

<0.
...; ...;
lI) -::J QI....... E

=0.

~--o
E

=0.

>0.

U
T=T-RfPl.CPl

U=O.

UM-U
T=T- R~l.CPl

U=UM

T = TM

U=UN

Fig. Al Flow Diagram for Calculations Regarding Fuel Melting
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Film Coefficient of Heat Transfer to Coolant:

from cladding:

CH2 .(GF)ALl.( FLAM(1-AL2).CP3AL2)
H23 = AL4 + •

DH2(1-ALl) ETA(ALI-AL2)

AL3
. (T3+273. 16 )

TC2+273.16

from structure:

CH4 ALl FLAM(1-AL2).CP3AL2
H34 = AL4 + .. (I-ALU o(GF)·e (ALI-AL2»)·

DH4 ETA

with DH2 - DH4 4.PI.(R32-R22 )
=

VIP

ETA = f (V,T3)
Tl

CPA = f (PA,TA)
cp

CP3 = (CPA + CPE).O,5

Hydraulic Model

Pressure Lasses:

pressure loss at channel entrance (f = I/V):

[
VI 2 2J 9

~p = (--) -(v) --E <p 0 2g

with: v = 0.o .
m

vI· Y = Fq = GF

1
""2 = 1,5
tl

pressure loss through orifice:
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42g·l0
• v

pressure loss in channel due to friction and acceleration

channel length ~H = HT •••••• radial blanket

HT •••••• bypass

HBE first axial blanket

HBA second" "

HC/NX ••• axial section in core

hydraulic diameter:

DH
4.PI.(R32_R22)

= WPM+2·PI.R2

wetted perimeter:

WPM =

1
WP •••••• radial

2·R3·PI.. bypass

WP •...•• first,

blanket

second ax.bl., core

GF
2

4 . [~R:~: • V + (VA-VE)]
g.lO

VA = fV(PA,TA)

V = (VA+VE) .0,5

Feedback Eguations

subscript x = steady state value

transient value

Doppler feedback:

E • E(ADX.ADR'AN.R1 2.ln (TF +273.16»
~ ~ x

D = ReD· 2
x E .(ADX). E (ADR.AN.Rl )

IX IR

TF • L . E (TF )
x NN IN x

core height feedback:
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core radius feedback:

R = RCR. I~ • ~ (AN·AEM.TMx )
x

NN. L: (AN)
IR

fuel density feedback:

L: • L: (AXF.ARFoAN~R12.AEFoTF )
~ ~ . x

~x = -RCF L: 0 (AXF)oL: (ARFoAN.R12 )
IX IR

cladding density feedback:
L: 0 L: (AXCoARCoANo(R22~R12).AEC.TC )

C = -RCC ;;;.:IX__~IR~ ~_~ ~x~

x L: (AXC)· L: (ARCoANo(R22_R12»
IX IR

TC = (TCl + TC2 ).0,5x x x

structure density feedback:

L: 0 L: (AXMoARMoANoWPoD4.AEMoTM )
M = -RCM IX IR .. X

x L: (AXM)o L: (ARMoANoWPoD4)
IX IR

coolant density feedback:
L: • L: (AXS.ARSoAN.(R32_R22)/v )

S = -RCS IX IR x
x L: (AXS). L: (ARS.AN.(R32-R22»

IX JR

Total steady state feedback:

K a (D + H + R + F + C + S +M)
ö 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

This total steady state feedback is assumed to be compensated by .ex

ternal reactivity.

Transient feedback

D := D -D F = F -F M = M -Mx 0 x 0 x 0

H = H -H C = C -Cx 0 x 0

R • R -R S = S -Sx 0 x 0
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Total transient feedback

K = (D + H + R + F + C + S + M). RC
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Decay Time Constants for Nodal Temperatures in

Cylindrical Fuel Pin

Taking fuel temperatures relative to the temperature TCl of the inner

edge of the cladding we can write the system of equations for the nodal

fuel temperatures as folIows:

d TFO
R~l.CPl. dx [

d TF
R~l. CPl· <.iX""n

d TFN
R~l·CPl. dx

4.C~loNN
= qF + 2

Rl
[ (n-o.5).(TF I-TF )-(n+O.5)·(TF -TF l)Jn- n n n+

n = 1, •.. , N-l

'<2.NN-l).(TF -TFN)- Rl·HGP • TFNJt N-l Crgl

All parameters except for volumetrie heat souree qF are assumed to be

invaria"ts for this eonsideration. Fietitious subdivisions separate the

eylindrical fuel pin into NN-l eoneentrie annuli of equal volume, as weIl

as a central cylinder and an outer most annulus having only half of this

volume. In the case of steady state the temperatures TF
l

, TFZ' ... TF
N

_
l

represent the volume average temperature of eaeh annulus, respeetively.

TFO and TFN represent the temperature at the center axis and on the

surface edge, respeetively.

We assume that starting from a steady state equilibrium the heat souree

qF vanishes at time x

drop to the referenee

all temperatures eventually will

TFN *0.). The asymptotie solution

of the temperature

tion as folIows:

= 0. Consequently,

level (TFO = TF =
n

transients may be found by means of Laplaee transforma-

RIZ
R[H· CPl ~

4.NN
.

C~l · s . TFO =

R1 2
RfÜ'CPl ,.....,

4.NN
. · . TF

C~l
s =n

RIZ R@l.CPl
4.NN· C~l

• s •

~ ~

- (TFO-TF )
1

".....", -.".; "......, ".....,

(n-0.5)·(TF I-TF )-(n+O.5)·(TF -TF 1)n- n n n+
n = 1,2••• N-l

,......" ........,.......,) Rl • HGP • TFN
TFN = (2.NN-l)·(TFN_1-TFN - C~l

This is a linear and homogeneous system of equations for the temperatures

Eig 1 The asymptotie behavior is eharaeterisedTF with all negative enva ues s •
n n
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by the Eigenvalue sN with the smallest magnitude. It is evident that

this Eigenvalue as all others is a funetion only of three parameters:

SN = sNCNN, Rl·HGP R12 • R~l.CPl)
C~l' Wl

where the last parameter appears as a sealing faetor only.

On the other hand the solution of this partieular problem may be ob

tained analytieally without diseretization i-ll_7. The Eigenvalue with

the smallest magnitude is given by:

Rl·HGP
C~l

=a •

where a is the smallest value satisfying the transeendental equation

JlCa)

J Ca)
o

In mueh the same way as above the Eigenvalue s~ is a funetion of two

parameters:

Fig. BI is a plot of the funetion SN and s Cmultiplied by the sealing
2 R~l.CPl Rl·HGP

factor Rl· C~l ) versus C~l • These were obtained numerieally using

aseparate program written for this purpose.

As may be expeeted, the funetion s is the asymptotie funetion to SN' as

NN goes to infinity. Thus, for any given set of values for the eharaeteris

tic parameters one may obtain from t,his plot

a) the asymptotic behavior of the

b) the asymptotie behavior of the approximate solution
resulting for NN+l nodes,

e) the required number of nodes to obtain a predetermined aeeuraey
in the asymptotie solution for this ease

Although vanishing of the heat souree in eonjunetion with the simplifying

assumptions made eonstitute a rather speeific case of transient behavior,

it may be considered typical for fast transients. The simplicity of the

diagram in Fig. BI renders this a useful tool in selecting a proper mesh

for a variety of pertinent problems.
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Predictor-Corrector-Schemes Applied in Solving the

Hydraulics Problem.

The general expression for the pressure drop in a flow channel (index i)

is

E AH. V. .- (VA. - VE. )}
J 1.J 1. 1.

The first term in parantheses represents entry and orifice losses, the

second term frictional losses and the last term acceleration loss. If one

assumes the specific volume to be constant throughout the channel and

moreover to be the same in all (parallel) channels

=V

one may write the total pressure drop in a simpler form:

where

1
2

0..
1.

1 2 { •. 1.5+FTi FRi .HT} _ 1
flpi: gGFi · 2.0 + ~2-.""'''=D=H-. • V = g

1.

J1.5+FT
i FRi ·HT }

= L 2 •0 + 2.· DH i

GF~
1.

. L . V
2

0..
1.

is a generalized coefficient of friction associated with each channel. The

second relevant equation is obtained from the mass balance of the coolant:

where

FQ. = AN.' (R3~-R2~).PI
1. 1. 1. 1.

a) Steady State Equilibrium

Calculation of flow distribution in parallel channels:

The condition that all flp. be equal in all parallel channels, together
1.

with the approximate expression for flpi and the mass balance yields the
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predictor formula:

GF. := G •
J.

0..
J.

~ (FQ .• 0.. )
1 J. J.

With these estimates for the area net flow rates GF. the associated
J.

pressure drops 6Pi may be calculated. A correction fonmula is obtained

by assuming that the correct pressure drop 6p* is related to the correct

*net flow rates GFi by

GF~ 2
6 P~ = 6 p.. ( GF~ )

J. J. J.

Combination of this relation with the mass bal~nce yields the correction

formula:

GF~ = GF.
J. J.

GI V6P i

~ (FQ .• GF . I ~ 6 p. )• J. J. J.
1.

This correction is applied iteratively until the maximum difference

between any two values 6p. is less than a specified number DP. When this
J.

condition is satisfied one may compute a.pressure drop 6p from the re-

lation:

G = ~ (GF.· FQ.)
i J. J.

:= ~(GF~.FQ.)
i J. J.

as

flp =
(GF. ·FQ. )

J. J.

(GF .• FQ . I ~6p. )
J. J. J.

This pressure drop 6p will be a good approximation of the actual pressure

drop between the two plenum chambers.

Calculation of the entry pressure (B.C.2):

From the predictor formula and the approximation for the pressure drop

flp., both given previously in this appendix, we can derive:
J.

6p. := flp
J.

1[ G ]2_:os -. . • V
g ~ (FQ. 0.. r

i J. J.

For the case of two flow sections connected in series (radial blanket,

axial blankets + core) the corresponding formula is:
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A good estimate for V is obtained by taking the average of VE and VA

which in turn are determined by enthalpy and pressure at entrance and

exit. Since the entrance pressure is not known an iterative procedure

might be applied. This is not done here in the light of the fact that

the expression for äp is itself only an approximation. This pressure

drop äp and the given exit pressure p* t are combined to give the entryou
pressure Pin:

*p. .,. P t + äp
l.n ou

Using th1s entry pressure we proceed to compute pressure drops as indica

ted. Finally, we obtain an exit pressure p t' in general, will differou
from the given value p* t. The difference is used directly and iterativelyou
for a correction of the entry pressure:

b) Transient Calculations

The dominating requirement of short computing times together with the

experience obtained from applications of this model to many practical

cases have prompted the scheme of deferred correction as regarding the

calculation of transient hydraulics. It implies that all necessary

corrections are deferred to the consecutive step of the integration. The

accuracy of this scheme shall not be discussed here but has been found

satisfactory in all cases.

The correction is carried out in two consecutive parts. The first cor

rection consists in a proportional change of all area net flow rates

GF. so as to affect the total flow rate of coolant G but not the relative
l.

distribution through parallel channels. This correction is applied in

order to meet the boundary conditions across the reactor(prescribed

pressure drop, or prescribed total coolant flow rate). Thus, for the

latter case of prescribed total coolant flow rate the correction obvious-
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ly is:

GF~ • GF .
~ ~

whereas in the

formula is:

GF~ • GF.
~ ~

• ( G )
E (GF .• FQ. )
i ~ ~

case of prescribed pressure drop ap*the corresponding

where

~
~ (GF .• FQ. ) J2

ap • ~i:"-";;;"~--.;;;~""----
~ (GF . •FQ./Vap.

~ ~ ~

in analogy to the corresponding equation derived for the steady state

calculations. For the case of two flow sections in series the pressure

drop ap is computed for either section from this formula and added to

give

The second correction is such that the channel. net flow rates GF
i

are

altered while the total coolant flow rate G remains constant. This cor

rection is applied in order to achieve equality of pressure drops in

parallel flow paths. It is derived directly from the mass balance

equation and the relation for the correct pressure drop ap* given earlier:

GF~* = GF~ ~ap
1. 1.' apo

~

The logic flow diagrams presented in Fig. Cl and Fig. C2 illustrate the

procedures described in this appendix.
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APPENDIX D Other Iterative Procedures Applied in Solving the Steady

State Problem

a) Pressure Drop

Calculating the pressure drop from the given formuli requires knowledge

of the specific volume of the coolant at the exit of the section under

concern. Since this is a function of pressure (as weIl as enthalpy) the

following iteration is devised for obtaining the steady state solution:

DP • (GF)2 • {FR.ÄH (1. + 0.5 • t.: ) + Cv}VE
2.g 2·DH v

PA • PE - DP

VA ,.

,.

TA 2& fT(PA, WA)

fV(PA,TA)

VA - VE
VE

C
v

The starting guess for C is zero; the termination criterion is on thev
magnitude of thedifference between two consecutive values o~ C beingv
smaller than a prescribed quantity EV.In the transient calculation the

specific volume at the exit of the section is taken from the preceeding

time step.

b) Heat Transfer and Channel Wall Temperatures

Determining the channel wall temperatures TC2 (cladding) and TM (struc

ture) from the equations given in APPENDIX A requires another iterative

procedure since the film coefficient itself is a function of the wall

temperature. For the temperature TM of the structure we have:

"'" 1 AL3
H34 = H34 • (--..;;;..--) + AL4

1 + c
T

TM

1
= H34 • 1+ D4.H34

3 .Cf04

D4

C
T

TM - T3
= -=T3=--+~2-=7~3~.1~6--
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Initialization and termination are done similarily as in case a) using

the prescribed quantities ETC and ETM respectively for the wall tempera-
. .

ture of cladding and structure. For the transient calculation the values

of these two temperatures from the preceeding step are taken to calculate

the film coefficients.
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APPENDIX E : Stagnation and Reversal of Flow

Although there is only one minor modifieation required to adjust the model

for aeeommodating flow reversal the numerieal methods are affeeted extensive

ly. The adjustment in the model eoneerns the shift in loeation of the entry

pressure loss with flow reversal. This applies to both the radial blanket

flow seetion as weIl as the eo~e flow seetion. Thus, reversed flow ex

periences pressure losses from entry, frietion and orifieing, in this

order.

Many of the numerieal procedures used in. similar context elsewhere are not

suited for the treatment of flow reversal as they are numerically unstable

at reversed flow direction. Also, it appears desirable to maintain the orig

inal sequence in whieh the caleulation computes enthalpies and pressures,

the sequence thus being independent of the direction of flow. This sequenee

was chosen to coincide with the initial direction of flow which was also

used as a basis for the nomenclature and sequenee of the various flow

sections in series (entranee plenum ehambers - rad. bl. - intermediary

plenum chamber - first ax. bl. - core - seeond ax. bl. - exit plenum

chamber). For both of these reasons - stability and simplicity - the method

selected here is weIl suited.

a) Hydraulics

Aside from the adjustment for shift in location of entry losses there

is no significant change required in the hydraulics-model and -calcula

tion in the program. Reversed flow is indicated by a negative coolant

flow rate. All other pressure losses (friction, acceleration) may be

computed by the original formuli if the change in sign is accounted

for by a factor FC = ~ 1 as in the following example.

2
= li'r.. (GF)

- - 2g

where

FC ={ + 1

L- 1

for normal flow

for reversed flow

and i,i+l refers to two consecutive axial nodes along the flow path the

order of which does not change with change of flow direction. In case

of stagnation of flow(G = GF i = O)all pressure drops ~Pi would also

vanish. Hence, a fictitious and very small flow rate must be maintained
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(10-8 kg!sec) in order to avoid deviding by zero in the correction

formuli given in APPENDIX C.

b) Thermodynamics

Flow reversal does not affect the equations for enthalpy balance in the

coolant if WE and WA stands for the coolant enthalpy entering and

leaving the node, respectively, and irrespective of flow direction. The

schematic diagram in Fig. EI shows how the nodal enthalpies are inter

related. Anode entered by one arrow only indicates, that this enthalpy

is transferred directly from one node to the other. If such a connection

occurs between two nodes at different times (t. and t. l)this is equi-
J J+

valent to a transport delay of the length of the time increment I. It

can be seen from this figure that there is in effect such a transport

delay applied between all neighbouring nodes, including the nodes re-
+)

presenting the plenum chambers • In as much as the step size of the

integration approaches the transport time ßtT this method will account

for the actual transport effects (see APPENDIX H).

c) Boundary Conditions

When using program REX, flow reversal is achieved by appropriate choice

of the boundary conditions. With B.C.l. flow reversal occurs when the

specified exit. pressure exceeds the entry pressure, which is also speci

fied. In the case of B.C.2 and B.C.3 flow reversal occurs when the total

coolant flow rate G becomes negative. The present version of the main

program REX is such that for all three cases the enthalpy of the coolant

entering the reactor under conditions of reversed flow is constant and

equal to the value at this point (exit plenum chamber) just before flow

reversal. Thus, the enthalpy values specified in data block 2 become

irrelevant in case of flow reversal.

+) To be quite exact at this point the prior assumption of zero residence
time of the coolant in the plenum chambers must be correctea to state
that a delay of a length I is included, which in general however will
be small and may be neglected relative to actual residence times.
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Integration of the Point Kinetics Equations

'f. ~ ~ -[ ß 'Ak - 13} P + t A; (.,

~;i =- ~ . ()i'P - AjCi L = ~J2.) •. ND

Substitutions:

Yi - A)..i -C-
• ()i L

]i
/?>.- _-_L

f.>

W ß- A

Yield:

if ={J. [Cak-i)'P + ~f.'Y,J

~~ =Ai{P - YL ]

The basic assumption facilitating efficient integration by a semi-analytic

method is that changes in the variables Y. may be neglected relative to
J.

the change in P during a short time interval. Furthermore, the reactivity

also is to remain constant during this interval. We introduce the following

two quantities

where the

- {J - (Ak 0 - {)

- Al/-i .[ fi ~o
o .

L

subscript 0 refers to (known) values at the beginning of an inter-

val ~t over which we want to integrate. With this we now can write:

~ = _4 rp +5 J
ci./; 1:""0 ~ 0
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which under the assumption made above can be integrated to give

At
p = (Po + So )- e :c:- - 50

Integrating again yields the energy.release:

At

LiE = JPdi
and

E= Eo + AE
The variables Yi corresponding to the concentration ofthe precursors are

obtained from integration of the corresponding equations:

Assuming equilibrium at the power level P as the initial condition, theo
starting values of all variables have to be:

»0 = 0
A •
't--c.J

o

S =-P-o 0

Although the scheme is complete at this point two special cases shall be

considered:

a) Prompt Criticality

Condition:

If this inequality is satisfied for an appropriate value of Cl' it is

acceptable to approximate the exponential function by the first two

terms of its Taylor expansion:

p = (po + So), (1+ ~ ) - So = r:' (1+ ~o ) + SD' ~~
For sufficiently small values of c I ( = 10-6 ) we may simplify further and

write:

p = p + S·~t.
o 0 "t'"o

For the energy increment ~E we get in the same manner:

The inequality above may be rewritten as:

l~ko-1 I<JQ:.'
ät·W
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which normally will be satisfied only when the excess reactivity ßk is
o

very nearly equal to unity (one dollar) (prompt criticality).

b) Prompt Jump Approximation

Condition:

Llt Z E2. < 0
-r"

If this condi tion is satis,.....fied for sufficiently large values of c 2

(e.g.-18.4) it is acceptable to neglect the experimental function relative

to unity. Thus we get:

p = - So

~E=-(Pll+SD),rO -S,,'Ät - Po"Tc +50·(1'0 -At)
= [- ~ - So' (1 + ~~)]. 1'0

The inequality above may be rewritten as:

which is satisfied whenever the reactor is sufficiently below prompt

critical. The approximate solutionobtained in this case is equivalent

to the well-known prompt jump approximation.

Note, that both inequalities given under a) and b) depend on the step size

ßt of the integration. The flow chart given in Fig. Fl illustrates the

integration Bcheme described above.
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Fig. Fl Flow Diagram of the Integration Scheme for Point Kinetics
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SampIe for Calculat~ng Feedback Parameters from Results of

Perturbation Calculations

The example given below is based on feedback models employed by the FORE

code ~-1_7 and also by ~-12_7. These models are slightly modified and

restricted to space dependence in axial direction only. Consequently, the

radial distribution coefficients ARD, ARF, ARC, ARS, ARM are insignificant

and may be assigned arbitrary values (f 0). Axial subdivisions are intro

duced at equal intervals along the vertical axis of the core.

A set of basic reactivity coefficients is assumed to be available, for

instance, from one dimensional perturbation calculations for the particular

case of interest:

(~k/~)
k ~Y\ IX

(CUkk r:)
(~k r:)

ß

rel. change in reactivity resulting from a relative

change in density of material n (= F,C,S,M) in axial

section IX,

relative change in reactivity resulting from a relative

change in core height HC,

relative change in reactivity resulting from a relative

change in core radius R,

change in reactivity resulting from a change in fuel

temperature TF by 1 °K in axial section IX due to the

Doppler effect (Doppler coefficient)(fuel reference

temperature 900 °K)

fraction of delayed neutrons

Additional parameters appearing in the following equations are

aS •••.• volume fraction of coolant per axial channel section

R32 _ R22
=

R3 2 + WP'D4/PI

ß1 •.••.• volume fraction of spacers per axial channel section

" " subassembly cans per axial channel section
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Before presenting the formuli special mention shall be made of some of

the mechanisms and associated assumptions (indexing code refers to sub

sequent paragraphs):

a 3)b l))d 1) : the effective density of each of the components: fuel,

clad and structure is not changed by the radial ex

pansion of the respective component;

radial expansion of the core in any point is assumed to

be a linear function of the local structural temperature

alone.

a) Fuel Temperature Effects

a 1) Doppler.effect:

AXD = (<()k /7JTF) IX axial distribution coefficients

(unnormalized)

Doppler constant, %-units,ReD - qOO I (AXD)
8 IX

a 2) Change in core height due to axial expansion of fuel:

ReH = _4(uk j'Ol-lC)
f.> k He.

a 3) Change. in effective fuel densi ty due to axial expansion of fuel:

AXF = Ctk / *F) I.X
RCF:: ~ .[. (AXr:)

IX

b) Cladding Temperature Effects

b 1) Change in effective cladding density due to axial expansion of

cladding:

AXC 4 - (~/~)
K Sc.. IX

b 2) Change in effective coolant density due to radial expansion of cladding:

~/d
AXC!l = (()k/~} gs .. TC = ('()kl</~).

k Ss ~ Idrc ::;5
8c

Total:

AxC - AxCA, + AXC 2.

Rcc = -}.[ (AXC)
IX

- 2.AEP' ~-ot:5~}6i+ßZ)

- Are
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c) Coolant pensity Effect:

AxS = (COkk /~) ~s

Res = i-'~(Ä)(S)
d) Structure Temperature Effects

d 1) Change in effective structure density due to axial expansion of

structure:

AXM1 =(~k /~M)
d 2) Change in effective fue1 density due to radial expansion of

(supporting) structure

=G..k I~). -2· AE:H. - (<()k/~) .2
\'-k SF - Af!M k g~

d 3) Change in effective cladding density due to radial expansion of

(supporting) structure

AXM=(uk/~)t /d1M =(dk/~)' -Z·AEM =Gk/·~)'2
" \k Sc. ~ / dTH ~. k gc _ AEM ~-k .. ~c

d 4) Change in effective coolant density due to radial expansion of

(supporting) structure

,j -ds
.(0l</~\ 2·AD1 04 @kI:ß'~J.L Z'(~-iX5))

k 8$} - AEM \ k ! TJ '\ 01.. s

d 5) Change in effective coo1ant density due to expansion of structure

(spacers and subassembly cans)

~!d1}1
AXt1.s---,~;l~'+/ dl}1

s
Total: AXM =LAXM i

',"4

ReM = +L AXtv1
I'X

d 6) Change in core radius due to radial expansion of structure

Re R == 4- (CVkk ) «)RR )
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Determination of Integration Step Size, Numerical Stability

of Integration of the Thermo-Hydraulic Equations

a) Estimation of the Maximum Stable Step Size for Integration of the

Thermo-Hydraulic Equations

Numerical instabilities occurring during integration by nodal approxima

tion of problems of heat transfer and heat transport impose a dominating

limitation on the step size of integration. With the nodes fixed at

their spatial coordinates there is a maximum stable step size for the

integration which depends on both the physical parameters involved as

weIl as the particular method of discretization and mesh spacing. A

classic approach to determine the maximum stable step size is the one

of small perturbations which in general leads to an Eigenvalue problem.

Computer storage requirements and considerations of computing speed

preclude such an approach in most practical cases. To achieve the same

purpose a much simpler technique is employed here which yields a con

servative (too small) maximum step size granting numerical stability

of the integration. A certain amount of flexibility is maintained by

multiplying this step size estimate by a given constant coefficient EST

be fore applying it to the integration. Furthermore, re-evaluation of the

maximum stable step size may be restricted to every NTE'th step during

the integration and keeping itunaltered for all the steps in between.

This facilitates savings in computing time for step size determination in

case of slowly varying transients. If the maximum stable step size (MSS)

comes out to be smaller than the current step size, the latter will be

halved until it in turn is smaller than MSS. If MSS is larger than

twice the current step size the latter may be doubled for the following

step of the integration if other tests are satisfied. These tests are

listed under b) in this appendix.

The perturbation method consists of introducing small perturbances c. in
l.

all variables of the pertinent system of equations. These must not grow

for any of the variables from any .ne step to the next in order for the

system to be stable. Since we require the true solution to hold along

with the perturbation solution we may subtract the(unpertubed) original

system of equations from the perturbed one. In the case of a linear

system - as we ar~ dealing with - the remaining equations on the right

hand side are linear and homogeneous in the perturbations c. which
1-

were introduced at the beginning of the step. The components of the left

hand vector are the perturbations c~ at the end of the step.
l.
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Application of this scheme to the pertinent equations for transient

temperatures in all components of one axial section (see APPENDIX A)

we get the following system of equations:

f.* -~

t: -

(f -J

C1 . ( 1 - 6t'<X'~4) + [2. ·.ßt· ~u
&1 . ~t· Ol'1.i + t\· (1- ilt ·~21.) + e~· ~t· CX'2.~

where all of the coefficients a. . are positive. Note, that some of
~,J

these coefficients are functions of time as they contain temperature

dependent fuel properties, coolant net flow rate and film coefficients.

Instead of solving the Eigenvalue-problem associated with the require

ment of decreasing perturbations we apply a criterion of the form l-13_7:
::J

[ IAjd ( 1 j = J1 J 2 , ... J
1"~

where A .. are the elements of the coefficient matrix in the system of
J~

equations above. Guarding against numerical instabilities of oscillatory

nature this criterion yields a conservative estimate for the maximum

stable step size in the following manner:

;J

[ IAjil
l=~

2

MIt\1 ( AL. \
I 11/' l L-lL J J

In view of the last equation not all ~t. need to be evaluated sinceJ ..

certain ones always are larger than certain other ones by nature of

the expressions from which they are computed. For instance, this is

the case for the fuel nodes in any particular axial section, where only

the surface node (TFN) needs to be considered here.

With regard to the equations for the coolant it is convenient to replace

the enthalpy perturbations by temperature perturbations using the re-
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lations:

(;WA = CPA • E: TA

(;T3 = 0.5 • (;TA

The last equation follows from the assumption of a linear profile for

the coolant temperature over anyone axial section.

Applying the equation for 6t. to our particular system we get the
J

following set of equations (core):

fuel edge:

=__--:'RIalr;0"'l1.-:.:..~C"'P;..,j,1__:.._·~R.=.1_2_~
4·NN. [(2.NN-l). C~l+Rl.HGPJ

cladding, inner edge:

cladding, outer edge:

coolant:

structure:

Rf&4.cp4·D4
= H~4'--,.., ..

Corresponding equations are obtained for blankets and bypasses. The

proposed step size then is obtainedfrom

6t = EST • MIN (6t.)
J

The last term in parentheses of the denominator in the expression for

6t4 is the reciprocal of the transport time 6tT of the coolant through

the distance6H. In cases where this term dominates the maximum stable
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step size is approximately twice the transport time ßtT :

b) Step Size Limitations from Relative Changes of Total Power

Another criterion for the selection of the step size is applied in con

junction with the relative ~hange in total power:

P -P
n+l n

P
n

where the subscript refers to successive instances in time.

If ~P > ~PM the step size is halved and integration of the point
ax

kinetics equations is repeated until ~P< ~PM •ax

If ßP < ~PM' the step size may be doubled for the consecutive step.
~n

The values for ßP M and ~PM' are chosen from experience to be in the
! ax ~n

order of about 0.1 to 0.01.

c) Further Limitations

Finally, arbitrary limits may be set for the maximum and minimum value

cf the step size (XIX, XIN). If a step size smaller than XIN is required

by either criterion given under a) and b) the computation is terminated.

If a step size larger than XIX is permissible, the computation will

'continue using the most recent step size just below this upper limit.

If, for the first step of integration, the stability criterion results
_ ..._- -- ---- -----

in a step size larger than the upper limit XIX, then this value (XIX)

will be taken as the size of the initial step of integration.
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APPENDIX I: Flow Diagrams

The subsequent flow diagrams cover all routines on levels 1,2, and 3 as weIl
as the reactivity function RCBE. Conventional symbols are employed to a large
extent. Unconventional sy.mbols are explained as foliows:

READ statement

CI

(R/W

WRITE statement

READ & WRITE statement

~
if: X 0

X 0

B

IB= ~
A~ 0 • if: IB=l

2-
B IB=2" ..

3
C

IB=3
Q •

go to A
go to B

go to A
go to B
go to C

IF statement

computed GO TO statement

DO statement; loop index goes from 1 to N.
For simplicity, theloop index is omitted inside the loop.
Examples: T("NN) corresponds to T(IX,IR,NN)

WI0(IX1,) corresponds to WI0(IX1,IR)
S correspondsto S(IX,IR)

Variable names in the flow diagrams are the same as in the actual
routines andmay differ from the names used elsewhere in this report.

Vertical dashed lines appearing in the flow diagram of subroutine STS
signify iterative procedures as described in APPENDICES C and D.
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NRE'Ap:5

~=4 NWRIT =6 IPT= iiCALL PRE'P (-4)
~ENTER

N-1=4 N4 = 2-
N2.=O

2. xx =C;4 (. " J 4)
XX=CP4{.•. 4)

CALL pOWfR (. "J 4)

ISTS =\)(-4 CALL PRfP (2.)
CRLL PREP(ltHI4+ HZ) N2=J\

5
x:o.
NTE'C. = 0 CALL PREP (3)
Ne ... 0

6 (ALL POWER ( ••. Jl) 6 "lW f'iTE)Na1AX1 XHAX,
(ALL lOTS ( ... J toSTS) .XMIN PXHI\XI Af'I1l~ "ftt
PXMA)(= PXJflAXl i

CALL $TEPC (PXMA>C) !{§DK: pxM,.)(
ppX: p)c
PI." PX 8

~iC;\LL OUTPlI

8

NTEe = NTEC+NTe

))Xt1 leJC=1)>ct1'\XI
CPlLL ~TEf>l (Pl(HM)

Ne= Wc.+>t
PX=pp}{
X=X'+PX

.......,;;;'---'--~-...,....----------------8

Fig.I2: Flow Diagram for Subroutine REXION
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APPENDIX J : Subroutine REXION: Description and Instructions for Use

The program described in this report can be used without the mainprogram

REX by simply calling the subroutine REXION. The calling program must

provide information specifying time dependent coolant boundary conditions

et.c. The following rules should be observed:

The subroutine is called by:

CALL REXION (X, DX , P, E, G, PEX, PAX, WEX, WAX, IX)

The last argument in the list IX is used both as a parameter controlling

the mode of operation of the subroutine as well as an error indicator.

Calling the subroutine with different values for IX indicates the following

operations:

IX = 1 ••• reading of all data required by the subroutine; these data are the

ones designated SYSTEMS DATA constituting subblocks 1-8 as de

scribed in Chapter IV.2. A replica of this input is printed as

first part of the output.

IX = 2 ••• calculation of the initial steady state solution, boundary

condition B.C.l

IX = 3 ••• calculation of the initial steady state solution, boundary

condition B.C.2

IX = 4 ... calculation of the initial steady state solution, boundary

condition B.C.3

IX = 5 .•• output of all system variables, pertaining to time X, as de

scribed in Chapter IV.3

IX = 6 ••• integration of the transient problem over one step of length'

DX. The step length is determined internally from considerations

presented in APPENDIX H.

After calling the subroutine with IX = 6)one out ofthree possible returns

is made to the calling program:

IX = 6 ••• (value unchanged) successful completion of the step of inte

gration

IX = 0 .... successful completion of the transient problem (internal termina

tion criterion satisfied)
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IX = -1 •••• integration not successful, step size required for stable

and accurate integration is smaller than permitted minimum

value XIN.

The remaining arguments in the list of the subroutine are explained in the

input description, Chapter IV.2, and the list of notations, APPENDIX A.

Which of these are input (I) and which are output (~) depends on the

operational mode and is described in the following table:

IX X DX P E G PEX PAX WEX WAX Comment

2 ~(l) ~(3) I ~(l) I I ~ I 0 B.C.l

3
0(1) 0(3) I ~(l) I ~ I I ~ B.C.2 ~ steady

0(1) 0(3) 0(1)
state

4 I I I ~ I ~ B.C.3
~

6(2) 0(2) 0(4)
0 ~ 0 I 1/0(5) I 0 B.C.l

(3) 0(2) 0(4)
0 ~ I ~ I I 0 B.C.2 ~ transient

(4) 0(2) 0(4)
~ 0 I I 0 I ~ B.C·3

~

(1) quantity is set equal to zero

(2) time at the end of last step of integration

(3) is set equal to the maximum step size for stable integration as

calculated from initial steady state conditions - or to the

maximum permissible step size XIX - which ever is smaller

(4) step size used for the last step of integration

(5) when calling the subroutine this argument has to be equal to the

difference ßp of the current exit pressure and its initial value:

ßP = P -P • Upon return this argument will be set equal to
ex ex,o

the acutal current exit pressure PAX.

None of the parameters listed with ~ in the last three lines (IX = 6) must

be altered in the calling program during integration of anyone transient

problem. Also, it should be noted that all arguments listed with I in the

last three lines are evaluated at time X
j

_
1

at the beginning of the step

whereas the remaining arguments listed with ~ refer to the time X.eX. l+DX.
J J-
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The f10w diagram in Fig. 31 gives an examp1e for the integrated use of

subroutine REXION. This f10w diagram is essentia11y identica1 with the

one of the main routine REX.

IX=!
CALL REX/ON,
READ initial power PO
READ time dep. coolant boundary cond.
READ parameters for output frequency control

Initial steady state solution: insert init. values of power and
boundary values of coolant into /ist of arguments
IX .. 2,3,4, (depending on 8. C.)
CALL REX/ON

t
Output:
IX = 5
CALL REX/ON

Transient solution: insert boundary values
of coolant for current value of time X
/X=6
CALL REX/ON

=(J~~ 1 - sfep sFie 100 smoll

=6 ...~_e_r_r_or_?_) ...l

next probl.
or end

output
requ.

.yes

no

J

Fig. J1 Samp1e F10w Diagram for App1ication of Subroutine REXION
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APPENDIX K : Functions C~l and CPl

The functions C~l and CPl are to compute the temperature dependent thermal

conductivity and specific heat of the fuel. Both of these two functions

have three arguments:

C~l (T, IR, IC)

CPl (T, IR, IC)

where T •••

IR

IC

temperature of the fuel

index of the radial of the second

parameter for mode control: {= 1

L= 2

flow section

input, preparation

calculation

If input data are required for either of the two functions, they may

be supplied in subblock 2 of the SYSTEM DATA. If data card 17 is inserted

then each cf the two functions is called just once, in the order C~l and

CPl, with IC = 1. Thus, the required data cards must follow directly after

card 17, such as card 18 and 19 shown in Chapter IV.2. For the routine

calculation of the functional values the functions are called with IC = 2.

If neither function C~l nor CPl require input the corresponding data cards

17, 18, 19 may be omitted and the parameter IC may be ignored.

The second argument IR may be significant in the case that fuel with

different thermal properties in different radial core zones is specified.

Second order polynomials are used at present for both functions:

T* "" a • T - b

C%l = (CKl + T~'(CK2 + T~'CK5».CKO

CPl = (CCI + T*.(CC2 + T*.CC3»·CCO

With a "" 1.8 and b = 38.0 the transformation from T to T* corresponds to

a transformation from °c to °F with a reference temperature of 70 °F

(~ 21 °C). The coefficients CKO and CCO may be used for converting to

different units (see L-l_7).
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APPENDIX L : Function RCBE

The function RCBE is to compute the external excess reactivity as a function

of time and the total reactor power. ~he latter variable is included for

providing the possibility of scram functions initiated by power level signals.

If other system variables are to be used in controlling the reactor by ex

ternal excess reactivity appropriate adjustments must be made in the present

version of the program (CALL-statements).

The function is called by:

RCBE (X, P, lC)

where

X time (sec)

P total reactor power (MW)

lC •• mode control parameter

1
= 1 ••• input

= 2 ••• steady state

= 3 transient

If input data to this routine are required they may be supplied in subblock 3

of SYSTEM DATA (when the function RCBE is called once with IC = 1) directly

after reading of the delayed neutron parameters. Thus, eventual data cards

(cards numbered 23) must follow right after the last card numbered 22.

For calculating the steady state solution the function RCBE is called once

with IC = 2 and with the second argument P equal to the initial power level

PO. Preparatory calculations involving PO can be carried out during this

step (e.g. setting of a scram level relative to the initial power). Upon

returning the function should be set equal to zero, as the initial excess

reactivity is equal to zero as required by the equilibrium condition.

Calls of RCBE with lC = 3 are the standard type in the transient case and

are to give external excess reactivity aB a function of the arguments:

time (X) and power (p). It is essential for this mode of the routine that

it may be called with decreasing values for X. This is the case when the

step size has to be halved as a result of failing the test concerning

maximum relative power change.

Description of the present version of RCBE

The present version of RCBE is intended specifically to supply excess

reactivity as a function of time in case of a reactor scram. Three different
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ways of specifying such functions are offered. One of them employs linear

interpolation between points in the ßk t!t-plane and thus it also isex
suited to represent quite general functions not necessarily relating to

an emergency shut down.

a) Mode 1:

The external excess reactivity remains zero at all times

b) Mode 2:

The external excess reactivity as a function of rod position is described

by straight lines interconnecting points in the ßkT!Z-plane. This function

must be given in a normalized form (ßk~!Z*) where

Thus, the last point in the ßk;!Z*-plane should be (1,1) which corresponds

to the total external excess reactivity RT being inserted at the end position

RR of the rods. The first point should have the coordinates (0,0) since

zero excess reactivity is required for the initial equilibrium.

Scram action is triggered by the power reaching the excess level PS given by

PS = PO • SCR

After this instant in time (XS) rod motion sets in with a time delay TD.

Assuming constant acceleration by a multiple AF of the earths gravity g

the rod position Z is obtained from:

Z = XM2 • (g • AF)

where:

XM = X - (XS + TD).

Furthermore, it may be assumed that a fraction FB of all rods starts its

motion from the edge of the reactor (Z = 0.) whereas the remaining rods

(l.-FB) start at Z = RB (in particular: edge of core ofaxial blanket). The

total reactivity is divided proportionately; the initial value of ßk t
ex

being zero the value at the final rod position becomes

t-.kT = RT - RT· (l-FB).t-.k ( )
, final T Z=H8
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c) Mode 3

Scram triggering and rod delay are treated the same way as in mode 2. How

ever, in this mode the external excess reactivity may be specified directly

as a function of time after start of the rod motion:

d) Mode 4

Scram triggering as weIl as rod delay and rod motion are treated the same

way as in mode 2. However, in this mode the spatial distribution of the ex

ternal excess reactivity over the axial direction Z of the reactor (height

HT) follows a cos2-law. Note that the distance of total rod travel HR must

be less than or equal to HT. Thus, the unnormalized function ~kT is ob

tained by direct integration:

1

PI
• sin (PI 2 • z)J

HT

If a fraction (1. - FB) of all rods starts from a point Z = HB the excess

reactivity at the end position will no longer be RT but will be



Input descriptio~

card name format units comments restrietions

23/1 IV 17 - mode parameter 1, 2, 3, 4

No other card is required if IV = 1. If IV = 2 or IV :: 4 the next card is 23/2:

23/2

23/3

HR E 11.4 m

HB " m

RT " %

FB " -
TD " I

sec

AF " -
SCR E 11. 4 ' -

N 17 , -

total distance of travel for rod fraction FB

Z = HB is starting position for rod fraction (l.O-FB)

total reactivity inserted when all rods at end position
(only if FB = 1.0)

fraction of rods starting from Z = O. (remainder from Z=HB)

time delay between power level trip and start of rod motion.

AF.g is acceleration for rod motion

PS = PO·SCR is power level at which scram is triggered

number of points in {t.k*/Z*-Plane (IV:: 2)

lt.k /XM-plane (IV:: 3)

~ (NYD)

I

\0
\0

23/4 x
y

x
y

x
y

E 11.4

"
"
"

"
"

sec

$

sec

$

- 'sec

- , $

}coordinates of first point
..

} " " second " >

} " " third "

this card is to be repeated

as required by parameter N

on card 23/3 (maximum

number of cards is l~)

= o.

23/5 SCR

HT

E; 11.4

" m

PS = PO·SCR is power level at which scram is triggered

length of half wave for cos 2-distribution of reactivity
over Z-coordinate (in particular: total reactor height)
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The input cards must be arranged according to the fo11owing tab1e.

mode IV = 1 2 3 4

23/1 23/1 23/1 23/1

23/2 23/2

23/3 23/3

23/4 23/4 23/4
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Subroutines and Functions Concerning Coolant Properties:

TPEl, HDV, FLAMl, ETAI

Calculations concerning heat transfer to the coolant as weIl as coolant

pressure drop require certain variables, the functional relationships of

which are derived from the equations of state of the coolant medium:

T :: f T(P3, VII) ...... temperature t.-oc_7
CP= f Cp (P3, VII) specific heat t.-kcal/kg °c_7

V = f V (p3, T) specific volume t.-m3/ kg_7

'A = f", (p3, T) thermal conductivity .{-kcal/m h °c_7

f (V, T) dynamic viscosity - 2 -
TI = .{ kps/m _I

"
It is convenient to combine the computation of T and CP since

C";) VIICP = --.;...
~T P3=const

V

Wi"th this the following subprograms are introduced

SUBROUTINE TPEI (p3, VII, T, CP)

FUNCTION HDV (p3, T)

FUNCTION FLAMI (p3, T)

FUNCTION ETAI (V, T)

A particular set ~f these functions is describedbelow which pertains to

superheated steam. In other cases where the coolant may be approximated

by an ideal gas the pertinent relations are quite simple:

T:: a + b • VII

CP = l/b

= c.(T-273. 16 )

P3

In the case of an incompressible coolant ~e.g. liqu. sodium) the last

equation can be simplified to:

V = const.
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If - as in the caseof liquid sodium - the film coefficient of heat

transfer to the coolant is approximately an invariant the va1ues ofÄ

and n are irrelevant and the corresponding functions may consist of

simple statements such as

FLAMl = 1.0

ETAl = 1.0

Functions far Superheated Steam

The present analysis puts a premium on computational speed. In contrast

to this the development of subprograms for state variables of superheated

steam has been guided up to now by considerations of accuracy and range

of applicability of a single expression. Using such conventional sub

programs ~-6_7 it turned out that about 75 %of the computer time needed

for a typical transient problem was used by these subprograms a1one. Con

sequently, a new set of subprograms was developed using simpler and faster

methods yet having sufficient accuracy for transient problems in concern.

The most severe restriction lies with the range of applicability. Using

techniques indicated below one may choose position andsize of this range

with accuracy being a function primarily of the latter. In order to

guarantee accuracies better thanl - 3 %it is necessary to limit the

range to pressures between 50 and 200 at.

The technique adopted for generating efficient representations of the

functions f T , f
V

' f A was least squares fitting of polynomials of varying

orderintwo variables. The functions of ~-6...7 were used asreference.In

this manner the following expressionswereused for the approximation of

T

\".,rhere

i = 0, 1, 2, .... M

N,K = -3, -2, ..... +2, +3

M,L = 0, 1, ....... 5, 6
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The choice of a suitab1e set of parameters N, M, K, L for the range ~nd

order of the polynomials was based on the magnitude of the residue as weIl

as on the magnitude of M and L, i.e. if two approximations had residues

of comparab1e magnitude the favored choice was the po1ynomial of lower

order. The fitting procedure was carried out in two successive steps,

first fitting the function at discrete values of one argument (e.g. pressure

P3).The coefficients a n (P3) which are obtained from these fits are functions

of the pressure P3 knowri only at a number of discrete points and may be

fitted in turn by polynomials in this variable. The specific heat CP can

be obtained analytically by differentiation of the polynomial with respect

to enthalpy WI and taking the reciprocal.

Corresponding procedures were employed for fitting the other two functions

f y and f A •

Extension of the range of applicability to higher enthalpies and temperatures

(within the same range of pressure: 50 - 200 at) is possible by taking the

following approach (ideal gas):

for WI > 900 kcal/kg

WI - 900
use T = T(WI=900)+

CP(WI=900)

The corresponding relations for specific volume and thermal conductivity

are:

for T > 700

y = y T-700 • 0.0051
(T=700)+ P3

No least square fitting procedure was necessary with the function f~ since

an analytic expression was already available t-6_7for approximation of this

function in a range very nearly identical with the one required in this

program.
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APPENDIX N : Function ZEIT

With most computer facilities the user has access to the computer clock

by way of a subprogram. If this is the case it may be used with the present

program to monitor computation time as weIl as for problem termination. To

this purpose the input parameter CLM specifies the maximum computation

time allotted to a transient problem. The units of CLM must be the same as

the ones used by the clock. In order to avoid excessive time consumption

the frequency of clock interrogation may be restricted to everyNCL'th

step of the integration.

By definition the function ZEIT (CLO) must yield the computer clock

reading CL minus the current value of the argument CLO

ZEIT = CL - CLO

If the computation time for any one transient problem in a job exceeds

its allotted time CLM, this problem is terminated, a comment is printed

out (C~MPUTING TIME C~NSUMED) and the next problem is started.

If no clock-subprogram is available a dummy function shouldbe supplied,

which returns a constant value to the calling program. In this case the

parameter CLM i8 irrelevant.

The function ZEIT is called by the main program REX only and therefore it

is not required if subroutine REXION alone i8 u8ed.
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APPENDIX 0 : Annotated Sample Problem

The sample problem presented in this appendix is taken from a study t-14_7

of reactivity parameters in conjunction with a steam cooled fast breeder

reactor t-8_7.

The reactor system is represented by two flow sections. The first flow

section consists of two (radial) zones, one of them representing an annular

bypass around the perimeter of the core, the other representing the radial

blanket. The second flow section represents the core with an axial blanket

at each end. The core is subdivided into two radial zones and five axial

sections. The first radial zone represents the average core channel whereas

the second radial zone comprises a single channel only which is identified

with the central channel of the core (nominal hot channel). Geometry and

properties of this channel are the same as in the average channel, however,

the power density is higher (310 vs.266).

Power release is assumed to be distributed as follows: radial blanket 10 %,
axial blankets 2,5 %each, core 85 %. Power is released in the fuel only

(no heat sources in cladding, coolant, structure).

No orifices are assumed for the first flow section (FT = 0). Average channel

and central channel of the second section (core) are orificed so as to

achieve nearly equal exit temperatures for the coolant (i.e. 538.99 vs

548.32 at steady state).

Feedback coefficients and weighting factors were computed as indicated in

APPENDIX G. External reactivity was calculated from mode IV = 4 of the

function ReBE described in APPENDIX L (cos2-distribution of reactivity

weight, constant rod acceleration). Total reactivity insertion is %-25.00,

all rods start from the edge of the core and are accelerated by 2 g. Scram

is initiated when power exceeds 25 %of the starting value (2320 MW,

nominal reactor power) and rod motion follows after a 100 msec delay.

The reactor transient arises from a rupture of a steam pipe carrying super

heated steam from the reactor. Mass flow and pressure transients for this

accident were calculated with a different model representing the entire

reactor circuit t-15_7.

Output is printed every 100 steps and indicates the main features of the

transient: Scram occurs at X = 0.050 sec, rod motion starts at X = 0.150 sec,
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fu11 insertion is completed at about 0.38 sec. Totalexcess reactivity

ßk = K + T reaches a maximum of about %0.98, peak power is about

P = 100 000 MW at XM = 0.18 sec, total energy release (up to X = 1.9Max
sec) is about 10 500 MWsec.

Maximum fuel temperature rise (nominal hot channel) is about 2678 oe (just

below melting pöint) at X = 0.2-$3 Sec. Maximum cladding temperature

(nominal hot channel) is about 1317 'Oe at X = 1.15 sec.
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IX. ? rf'f'l 2331.59 p=tlJ lIB.A6 Tn ~46.29 Tc 2 810.~6 TM 421.58 TA 673.<;8 \lA ~99.1<; PA 163.04 V 0.2578F-01

IX· 3 HO 2MA.91 TFN 13<;1./>4 Tel 981.44 TC2 943.90 T" 462.01 TA 820.42 WA 9~R.02 PA 162.92 V 0.30521'-01

IX~ 4 Tr') 2425.8<; reN 1793.19 TO 984.42 TC2 955.54 T" <;07.25 TA RR".19 \lA 1027.83 PA 162.80 V 0.3260E-01

TX= <; TFO 1A77.74 TFN 1019.46 TC! 854.50 TC2 842.75 TM 541.32 TA 836.09 WA 997.<;3 PA 162.69 V 0.3105F-01

'Ir: ~OO CI: 0.0 PFx 163.57 PAX 167. 5 5 WFX 655.00 WAX 915.05 G 0.83141' 03

X O.Q427 c 00 I 0.70711'-02 ° 'l.2414" 03 ~ 0.1034c 05 T-0.2416c 02 PJ:X 153.83 PAX 152.77 WFX 655.00 WAX 997.60 G 0.7854F 03

~~cnRAr.K K ".90771' '11 "-0.12'-41' 01 H 0.1303c 00 R 0.0 F-O.S614F 00 r ".734<;1' 00 S 0.1011 I' 07 M-0.12<;9F 00

IR 8=1 TF8 3<;7.90 lAll 358.31 WFR 1'><;<;.00 \lAR 65<;.72 PF8 153. 76 PA8 1<;3.74 T~R 375.78 TMB 375.90 N 0.8S30" 03

IO~=? TC" 357.95 TAB 56,}.31 WC8 655.00 \fAB 836.91 pCA 153.82 PAß 153.74 p:~ 506.55 1"8 406.17 'J 0.75181' 03

TZ 392.62 °I 153.74 WZ 701.19
IO~l TFI 392.3 7 TAl 420.47 TA2 838.<;4 PF{ 1<;3.42 PAI 1<;3.17 PA7 152.76 TFI 481.68 TF2 695.<;1 ~I 0.53511' 03

IX' 1 TFO 1295.42 reM 780.65 TC! 6R8.43 TC2 613.86 TM 40S.13 TA 567.56 ~:A 835.91 PA 1<;3.29 V 0.23S1F-Ol

TX= 2 TcO 1942.08 reN 11l5.<l4 TrI 978.88 Tr 2 9S8.10 T" 445.82 TA R'13.46 W~ 978.83 PA 153.19 V ".31971'-01

IX= 3 HO 2?1(,.97 Trl\J 1304.9<; TC 1 1l64.66 Tr2 1144.29 TM <;0<;.47 TA 1015.73 \lA 1106.34 PA 153.08 V 0.39051'-01

IX. 4 Tc0 2 0 32.18 Te"! 12B9.21 TCl IlQl.BI Tr2 1l79. ?3 TM 560.82 TA 1112.07 WA 1164.66 PA 152.96 V 0.4231F-Ol

IX' <; TFO 1440.71 T"'I 1'168.06 Tel 1045.13 Tr2 1045.08 TM 587.35 TA 1044.68 WA 1124.09 P~ 152.85 V 0.40091'-01

1°:7 TFI ~97.41'> TAl 424.<;3 TA2 909.'l9 PFI 1<;3.<;6 PAl 1<;3.49 PA2 157.1(, TFI 498.24 TF2 732.48 N 0.5677E 03

IX: 1 TFO 1443.19 TJ:N 841.27 TC! 732.74 TC2 715.57 TM c40B.84 TA 597.64 WA 851.53 PA 153.41 V 0.2445F-01

TX' 2 TC., ?197.9~ rr::N 1225.39 TO 101'>3.38 TC7 1038.70 T'l 455.22 TA 858.83 \lA 1012.16 DA 153.29 V 0.33191'-01

IX. 3 TFt' 2508.14 TFlII 1439.20 TO 1272.<;7 TC2 1248.15 TM <;23.41'> TA 1100.32 WA 1157.<;7 PA 153.14 V 0.41B6F-Ol

IX. 4 TCO 228R.61 T1=N 1419.96 TrI 1304.60 TC7 1289.48 T'" 58<;.40 TA 1712.53 WA 1225.14 PA 1<;3.00 V 0.456510-01

IX. 5 rra 1<;97.28 Tr'l 1166.11 TCl 1139.87 TC2 1139.81 TM 612.76 TA 1138.09 WA I1RO.32 Oft 152.87 V 0.4320F-Ol

NC: 600 Cl: 0.0 PFX 153.83 PAX 152."7 WFX I'><;c.OO WAX 997.60 G 0.78971' 03

X f).164qr. 'l1 I 0.7071 r-02 " 0.1774F 03 ~ 0.1049F 05 T-0.2416 F 02 OFX 145.96 PAX 143.64 ",rx 65S.0('> HAX 1065.22 G 0.11361' 04

I=Fr:: .... n~r.J< K 0.890<;F 'H r"I-"I.I062!= 01 ... 0.10711' 00 R 0.0 1'-0.46411' 00 C 0.1'>5511' 00 5 0. 0 95('>1' 01 M-0.2810F ('>0

TOp:\ TF8 ~51.R6 TA8 ~52.26 WF8 655.00 WAB 6<;5.72 PFR 14<;.82 PAB 145 .78 TFR 37<.45 TM8 375 .78 N 0.12281' 04

ToP:? TcR 351."7 TAB 530.21'> WFII 6<;5."0 "lAB 819.64 PJ:~ 145.9S °AI\ 14S.H Tr8 <;00.12 TM8 412.96 ~I 0.3690F 03

17 383.76 PI 145.78 WI 697.39
1 0 .1 TCI 3R3.2~ TAl 4 0 1.71 TA2 946.46 PF1 145.09 PAI 144.91 PA2 143."3 TFI 463.46 TF2 1(,5.22 N 0.7740F 03

IX: I TFO 1191.42 TFN 706.84 TC! 612.88 TC2 597.29 TM 416.90 TA 508.48 WA 199.66 PA 144.B3 V 0.22571'-01

IX: ? P=O 1772.44 TC 'I 1022.65 TC! 881.56 TC2 858.05 1" 480.62 TA 710.72 WA 924.19 PA 144.63 V 0.30b6E-01

IX. 3 TFO 2026.117 TFN 1228.73 TC1 1083.92 TC2 1059.75 TM 572.65 TA 919.~0 WA 1049.46 PA 144.38 V 0.38101'-01

IX: " Tr:'f) 1fl73.24 TFI\J 1268.05 Tel 1166.31 TI: 2 1149.22 TM 654.30 TA 1060.93 WA 1134.19 PA 144.12 V (J.4317F-01

IX= TcO 1354.6/) P::M 1128.13 TC1 1106.14 TC2 1107.45 T·' 686.91 TA 1078.58 WA 1144.18 P~ 143.87 V 0.43871'-01

T9-::-? TFI 3R3.45 TAl 403.85 TA2 1027.22 P~l 145.38 PAI 145.2<; PA? 143.~3 TFI 1.11,.70 TF2 813.89 N 0.82271' 03

I x. 1 HO 1322.23 TF"I 7<;4.31 TC 1 644.16 TC2 625.90 TM 422.40 TA 524.07 WA 809.95 PA 145.07 V 0.23191'-01

TX~ ? rro 1994.A4 rr" ~I 1113.52 Tel 947.23 TC2 919.52 1" 4<:15.96 TA 7<;0.43 WA 947.98 P, 144.84 V 0.3202F-OI

IX' 3 Tl'/) 2285.84 TFN 1343.75 Tel 1171.52 TC2 1142.17 TM 603.06 TA 984.37 WA 1088.27 PA 144.55 V 0.40341:-01

TX, 4 TFO ?103. 0 3 TJ:"'I 1388.30 TO 12M.• 20 TC2 1245.62 TM 696.95 TA 114S.44 WA Ilfl4.85 PA 144.23 V 0.46121'-01

IV. 5 11'0 1497.82 TCN 1231.35 TO 1203.46 TC2 1198.63 r t , 733.14 TA 1170.01 WA 1199.58 PA 143.92 V 0.4710E-Ol

NI:: 71)0 rl: 1).0 PEX 145.96 PAX 143.56 WFX 655.00 WAl' 106<;.72 G 0.11381' 04

cN" (lF TQ '-"15 I FNT, ~,r'"'" 73~ x~ 0.19031181 c 01
Q C~I" (l' l'1g Opn"l "'f~
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